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SUMMARY

This seminar was organized in pursuance of resolution 1.231, adopted by
the General Conference at its fifteenth session. It was held at the Primary
Teacher Training Scho& at Bouakd (Unesco/Special Fund Peoject), The
Ivory Coast authorities and Unesco were responsible for the material prep-
aration and the intellectual and technical or,;ani7ati n of the con'erence.

The conference was attended by teachers on the staff of primary teacher
training colleges receiving aid from Unesco and UNDP (Special Fund) or
from Unicef, or assistance under various bilateral arrangements, and also
by persons working, under the French technical co-ope..ation system, at
the educational television centre at Bouakd. The United Kingdom sent an
observer. The purpose ot the meeting was to consider ways and means of
putting the syllabuses of teacher-training colleges and subsequently those
of primary schools on an interdisciplinary footing.
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INTRODUCTION

A. NATURE, DATE AND PLACE OF THE MEETING; PARTICIPANTS, CONSULTANTS

1. This seminar, organized in pursuance of resolution 1.231 adopted by the General Conference of
Uncsco at its fifteenth session, was held at the Primary Teacher Training School at Bouakd

(Unesco/Special Fund Project), which was kindly placed at the disposal of the Organization by the
Government of the Ivory Coast. The competent Ivory Coast authorities and the Unesco Secretariat
were jointly responsible for the material preparation and the intellectual and technical organization
of the meeting.

2. The main participants were members of the teaching staffs of the other primary teacher-training
colleges set up by Unesco in Cameroon, the Ivory Coast, Niger and Togo, with the assistance

of the United Nations Development Programme (Special Fund) and Unicef and with bilateral assis-
tance, and the staff operating the French bilateral assistance programme, who were working in co-
operation with the educational television centre at Bouake. The United Kingdom sent an observer,
a specialist on education in the devloping countries, to attend the meeting.

3. The purpose of the meeting was to consider ways and means of putting the programmes of
teacher-training colleges, and subsequently of primary schools, on an interdisciplinary basis.

It must be borne in mind that this new approach to teacher training is merely part of a more general
move to review s ructure3 and methods as well as curricula.

4, Another poith to mention is the unusual method used to prepare for the meeting. It is no use
hoping for radical changes in the attitudes and methods of primary school teachers unless they

themselves take part in the study and introduction of the proposed changes, In view of this, the
preparatio, of the working document to serve as the basis for the seminar proceeded as follows:

The consultants and the Secretariat first drew up a draft document, based on their own expe-
rience and on such little material as is available on the subject of interdisciplinary methods;

this draft, deliberately couched in tentative terms, was wstributed to future participants well
beforehand to give time for it to be discussed in teacher-training colleges and for comments to
be sent in to the Secretariat and to consultants,

lastly, the consultants and the Secretariat incorporated the comments and suggestions received
in the final version of the working paper which was to guile participants in their work.

Thanks to this procedure, participants were materially and psychologically prepared for the
discussion, right from the beginning of the debates, which saved a considerable amount of time.

5. Throughout the discussions, participants, consultants and Secretariat members were constantly
aware of the novelty of the undertaking and of the difficulties attendant on it, The report that

follows does not, therefore, claim to solve ali the problems involved in introducing an interdisci-
plinary system irto primary teacher training and primary schools. It is, however, hoped that it will
provide a solid foundation on the basis of which the teacher-training colleges concerned and all similar
institutions will be able to reorganize their syllabuses and teaching methods. Our thanks are due to
the following:

Mrs. J. W. Barnard, Iler Afajesty's inspector of Education
Mr. A. Biancheri, Inspector-General of Education (France)
Mr. .1. : \der, charge de mission at the Ministry of Education
Mr. 13. Lallez, professcur agr6g6. Director of CREFED (Centre de Recherche et de Forma-
tion en Education) at the Saint Cloud Higher Teacher Trai»il.c! College, who made a derisive
contribution to the mectinj.

r't0
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The Secretariat was represented by the following:

Messrs E. Armerding of the Teacher Training Division (Education Sector);
D. Najman, Director of the Division;

A. Lestage, Chief of the Division of Curricula and Research, Director of the Seminar.

6. A short bibliography on the subject of the interdisciplinary system will be supplied on request.

B. ORGANIZATION OF WORK AND STAGES OF THE SEMINAR

It was decided in the course of the consultations preceding the seminar that the first day would be
set aside for a general debate dealing firstly with the subjects to be discussed and the order in
-which they should be dealt with and secondly with the methods of work to be adopted.

As regards the first point subjects to be discussed - it was agreed, at least provisionally, to
keep to the work programme proposed in the original document. This meant that the work of the
seminar would proceed as follows:

First stage: The meeting would concentrate on demonstrating that it is advantageous, urgent
and indeed essential to replace the traditional teaching system by a system that is far more inter-
disciplinary in character. For it would be unreasonable to investigate the methods used in an inter-
disciplinary system without first going into the arguments in its favour. Thus the object of this first
stage was to provide an opportunity for defining what was meant by an interdisciplinary system and
determining what specific forms it might take, whilst at the same time making it clear that this sys-
tem is relative in its application and that it in no way implies merging all disciplines in one, bu, can
be applied in varying measure, according to the level of the class and the subjects to be taught.

Second stage: Before even seeking to determine how, in practical terms, the various subjects
could he interlinked, the meeting would endeavour to ascertain what repercussions interdisciplinary
teaching will have on training. R presrpposes a new attitude, in regard to both the material taught
and to those who are taught, and a profound modification both of the teacher's idea of himself and of
his attitude towards his fellow teachers. All these new aspects of training can and indeed should be
clarified without delay, because they are important fn themselves, quite regardless of what is being
taught; and because they will lead to a general reassessment of attitudes. Unless teachers are
capable of making this change, it is completely useless to investigate the methods used in an inter-
disciplinary system.

Third stage: After these general considerations, the meeting would proceed to investigate the
co-ordination of the various subjects. Here again it was decided to adopt, at least provisionally,
the work plan proposed In the basic document. Reports and discussions would therefore Ioncentrate
on the following three points:

How to group the subjects included in traditional language teaching so as to form an integrated
programme;

how to plan a course in such a way as to relate the different modes of expression, and how to
associate these in the study of languago. in this connexion, special attention would be paid to
the language of mathematics;

how to use the study of the environment as an effective basis for grouping together what are
usually regarded as the general cultural subjects.

Fourth stage: An attempt would be made to synthesize the conclusions reached in the course
of the the preceding stages, the purpose of this being both to indicate what progress had so far
been made and to provide a basis for the elaboration of new curricula and new methods to be used
for the training of teachers,

As regards methods of work, the meeting first discussed the following two points;

Firstly, whether it was better to set vp commissions or to remain in plenary session. It was
decided, after considerable discussion. that, since so little was known about the interdisciplinary

4
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system and since participants possessed relatively little information about it, it would be preferable
to remain in plenary session. It was therefore decided to ask consultants to give a short exposition
of the subject, which would provide material for the discussions and might suggest the direction they
should take. It was agreed, nevertheless, that it would be both more stimulating and more useful to
work in small groups during the fourth stage, and arrangements were accordingly made for the meet-
ing to split up, at that juncture, into three commissions, each led by a consultant. Each of these
commissions would then appoint a rapporteur, who would convey to the general assembly the views
of members of his group on the discussions held during the seminar, the conclusions they had drawn
from them and their proposals for the future. The final resolutions would be drafted on the basis of
these three reports.

Secondly, the meeting debated how account could be taken of the practical experience gained by
participants and the conclusions they had formed as a result, in accordance with the resolutions
adopted after the preparatory work. It was quickly agreed that this presented no difficulty: on the
contrary, the experience thus gained would fully meet the requirements of the method to be used in
dealing with a subject of this kind. There are normally two methods of deciding for what subjects
and in what ways a particular form of integrated teaching can be used; and these two methods, far
from being mutually i.xclusive, are both equally necessary and useful. In the case of the training of
teachers, as we shall see, in the last analysis both lead to the adoption of similar methods.

The first of these methods is inductive. We can take as our starting point either the experience
gained by the various people taking part in the seminar or reports on similar experiments carried
out in Africa or in other developing countries and then examine the means used for arriving at a
synthesis, observe how the difficulties have been overcome, and take note of the problems still
unsolved. The examples sited furnish an excellent basis for analysing the reasons for their success
or failure. This process, obviously, very soon leads to a co.isideration of principles, in accordance
with which an attempt can be made to solve existing problems and analyse the nature of the combina-
tions so far tried out. If teacher-training programmes are to impart something more than a know-
ledge of the tricks of the trade or educational nostrums, it is essential to analyse the reasons for past
success or failure; otherwise, the practical discoveries that have undeniably been made will never
be generally applied.

This leads us to the second method, which is to determine, on the basis of psychological and
epistemological analyses, the principles underlying all the possible and most successful combina-
tions. All rational, systematic teacher-training programmes must always use this method, though
the first method may be used in the initial stages; but it is absolutely essential to proceea from
theoretical analyses to the practical level; other wise the problems involved in putting theory into
practice may not be appreciated. There is thus a constant interaction between theory and practice,
success in the use of techniques can stimulate and guide theoretical reflection, which, in its turn,
enables procedures evolved by the practising teacher to be consolidated and made known to others.

Every effort would be made, therefore, to persuade those taking part in the seminar to carry
out experiments in integrated teaching; but above all it was hoped that they would describe and
analyse the efforts they themselves had made in this direction.
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PART I

WHY AN INTERDISCIPLINARY SYSTEM?

It was deemed necessary, for the sake of clarity, to start by settling a question of terminology -
what is meant by a "subject". It will be taken to mean everything which is taught as a separate
branch of knowledge, for which certain specific periods are allocated and also, in most cases, a
specific syllabus. Thus, in language study, for instance, traditional teaching methods allocate a
definite amount of time to activities to which an appropriate name is given - spelling, reading, writ-
ing, learning by heart, essay-writing, and so on. In the terminology we have adopted, each of these
activities is a subject. Similarly, under the traditional teaching system, history, geography and ob-
ject lessons are all regarded as separate subjects.

There is no denying that this traditional course, imported into Africa as it stands, comprises a
very large number of separate subjects, and is highly analytical, breaking up knowledge and culture
into a number of small sections. There can be no doubt, either, that teacher training has, hitherto,
both reflected and perpetuated this system.

The need for replacing it by an interdisciplirmry system that is more unified and more organi-
cally structured and the condition9 that the new hind of teaching require will both become clearer if
we begin by examining the causes of the fragmentary nature of the traditional course. Our account
of the subject makes no claim to be a complete scientific and historical survey; we shall be satis-
fied if it throws light on the problem beiore us.

I. ANALYSIS OF TIIE REASONS WHY THE ANALYTICAL TYPE OF TEACHING
CAME INTO I3EING AND WAS DEVELOPED

Most of these reasons have their roots in civilization and history, the history of the sciences as well
as political, economic and social history.

1. McLuhan, as we know, divides Western civilization into three main phases: the first ends
with the invention of the phonetic alphabet. culminating in the invention, of printing and the beginning
of the mass circulation of printed material; the second phase is marked by the radical changes
L,rought about in all domains by the technique of printing hence the title of Ids book; The Gutenberg
Galaxy. According to McLuhan, it was this new civilization that was responsible for the increase in
the number of subjects taught. Without going into the whole of this philosopher's theory, the intro-
ductory statement referred to certain points he makes; he shows, for instance, that the result of
stressing the sense of sight is that the approach to meaning is analytical rather than multisensorial
and the objects of knowledge and culture are placed in separate compartments. Whilst granting that
certain of AlcLuhan's deductions are somewhat bold, not to Fay rash it must be admitted that some
Jf his ides are interesting; and they are important in sc far as the show that the causes of analy-
tical teaching are rooted in the very nature of Wostern

2. We know also that the German sociologist Max Weber maintains that there is a close link
between the ,.ise and development of Renaissance capitalism, b: sed on trade and essentially coin-
inercial in character, and Pro:,estant ethics. 'I his is the explanation he gives for the particularly
intensive development of capitalism in Protestant countries. The conception of ;1 religious calling
linked v,ith earthly success led to the early emergence of a form of education %Odell already, to
some extent, consisted of the study of certain ,vell-defined technical prucedureF, '1 he Catholic
Ountries resisted this Idea. and accentuated the distinction betaken the mechanical arts. regarded

as being of a tuner order, and the libel .1 arts, alone deemed \.orthy of true study, They thus
'Aped to strengthen the 11,/t10/1 of c-.11.1tive as traditionally understood, Then clime, later. I., LA-

igogical ci,inseqiu'ias of these coltural pl,cnonien," it ill l(., seen that they all c ontri-
to. in diffcrent ways lint in (.10 ;I urn iurk,, tv, rds. the r1 vchiptnent of an analytical form of

6
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3. The Eighteenth century endorsed the idea of natural en' ghtenment inherited from the f.re-
vious century and placed it on a logical basis. The aim of the new ideology was to substitute truth
based on reason for revealed truth in all domains; and this could only be achieved by means of an
"encyclopaedia", substituting the sum of scientific knowledg,e for the ''Surma Theologican of Saint
Thomas Aquinas. In this woo, a close link was established between encyclopaedic knowledge and the
concept of a truly free man; an idea which was to exercise a powerful influence, persisting long be-
yond the close of the Eighteenth century. The Nineteenth century considerably extended the range of
man's knowledge, and changed the domains into which it was divided, both increasing the volume of
knowledge and making it constantly more specialized. The number of sciences increased, the dis-
tinctions between them being accentuated by the belief that scientific knowledge was stable a d final.
This exalted idea or knowledge, combined with the growth, increased specialization and stability of
the content of knowledge, further accentuated the analytical character of teaching.

4. The bourgeois society which grew up during the Eighteenth and Nineteenth centuries further
accentuated the fragmentation of education by adding another distinction to that between subjects a
clearly marked distinction between the various levels of education (between primary and secon-
dary education in particular). On the one hand, the sense of the continuity of education is blurred by
its division into a number of stages, corresponding to the divisions of society and of the school-going
population. Pupils are required, at every new stage, to acquire certain new information r'garded as
more worthwhile and as a suitable preparation for certain specific offices and functions in society.
At the same time, primary schools, under this policy, are expected to teach certain very specific
skills, resulting in a further intensification of the analytical attitude to education.

There is thus goad reason to conclude that the traditional system is, to a large extent, a reflec-
tion of a particular period of civilization and a particular social system. :c follows that any new,
more integrated and more organically coherent system must reflect the an of modern schooling.
The traditional system, which was exported to Africa, where it encountered a civilization and a so-
cial environment totally different from that for which it was intended, was from the outset quite un-
suitable for that environment. In a more general way, the changes ,which have now taken place in
civilization and society are making this kind of education even more cut-dated. To take an example,
McLuhants studies show that modern technology, which is based 011 electronics, and the new com-
munication networks are bringing about changes in the world of today that are no less radical than
those that followed Gutenberg's invention. We are witnessing the birth of a new civilization, one
which will be world-wide in scope, and from which the developing countries will not be excluded. It
will call for a far more. interdisciplinary form of education. Th.n again, the needs of society are
changing as society becomes more industrialized; and this too necessitates a new type of education.
Lastly, the structure of society is no longer the same as in the past: children, for instance, have
now acquired a social status, and take their place, with their "peer group" amongst the other groups
of society. So it is that the need for change in education is felt spontaneously. At the same time, all
contemporary societies, developed and developing alike, aspire to economic and social progress.
which will not be achieved unless there is an equally intense desire for change on the part of the
schools and of teachers. Thus it may be concluded that educational research into the interdisciplinary
system in particular at primary school level will meet one of the principal needs of our day.

IL PEDAGOGICAL CONSEQUENCES AND DRAWBACKS OF AN EXCESSIVELY
ANALYTICAL TYPE OF PRIMARY COURSE

1. As already observed, the traditional teaching system is planned to meet the needs of deve-
lopment and to take account of the modern forms of science, and it tends, accordingly, to be ex-
tremely abstract in character. The fact that the main object is to impart knowledge based on logic
leads us, to some extent, to scorn all practical activities and to fail to realize the part that sensori-
motor mental activities can play In symbolic thinking, to the harmonious development of wnich it
contributes. The traditional method of teaching not only assumes that children are immediately able
to grasp scientific truths, but also ignores the fundamental difference between science, which is de-
veloping and experimenting. and the teaching which imparts a knowledge of science. Teachers pro-
ceed as if pupils, despite their youth, were capable of pursutng the knowledge of pure truth for its
own sake. Without dwelling on other considerations sufficiently familiar to need no reprAltlon, it is
clear that there is a vast difference between trying to apprehend a truth which is still c mcealed, as
the scientist does, and learning from the teacher truths that science has already discovered, as pu-
pils do. No amount of simulated "re-discovery" in teaching can give the pupil that thirst for the
discovery of truth at first hand by which adult scientific researchers ar,? inspired.

7
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Added to this is the all-important fact that scientists feel the need to mitigate the effects of .he
highly specialized nature of their work by writing papers and holding symposia, as a means to co-
ordinating their knowledge. Traditional education, unfortunately, does not feel this need, and has
taken no steps to follow suit. The result is that, paradoxically, teaching is becoming increasingly
abstract and theoretical, and the various subjects are taught separately, so that children seldom
perceive the relationship between them.

2. This has further results, In addition to losing all sense of the unity of knowledge, many
children fail to grasp either the point of learning or the reasons why they are required to spend a
large part of their time at school; for the teaching they receive is abstract and theoretical, de-
signed to impart ready-made knowledge, and forms no more part of real life than the school forms
part of the social environment, We tend to lose sight of the aim of schooling, and forget that the
real purpose of education is to prepare children for adult life, the pattern of which must be laid
down at school. Education has forgotten about the type of person it is aiming to produce, and at the
same time is failing to cater for the needs of the children for whom it is intended; it has become a
synonym for assimilating or communicating knowledge. Little attention is paid to the problem of
which cognitive processes are proper to a child of a particular age, and teachers do not question
the suppositions underlying the methods by which knowledge is acquired. Because they do not con-
centrate on the aims of education and on the child for whom it is intended, their teaching is governed
solely by their anxiety to cover the syllabus and the false importance they attribute to it. All too
often, therefore, teachers 'do the syllabus.' with little regard either for the children obliged to fol-
low it or for its bearing on everyday life and society, with the result that education is cut off from
life in the same way as the subjects are cut off from one another, and the fragmentation of learning
is matched by the gulf between school and the social environment. It is clear that schools can never
be integrated into the environment unless some degree of integration is introduced into the teaching
of the traditional subjects. In these conditions, children are certainly losing interest in the ordinary
type of school, and it is not surprising that the sort of education it provides is becoming less and less
effective.

3. The emphasis laid on the syllabus, moreover, affects the methods used for covering it; for
as knowledge increases in volume and variety, syllabuses inevitably acquire more ramifications and
become overloaded, In such conditions, teachers are forced to concentrate on memory work, rather
than seeking to teach their pupils how to learn. And the quantity of facts accumulated is evaluated by
a marking system based purely on figures and designed to test childre I's ability to reproduce what they
have learnt rather than the extent to which they have really assimilated it.

4. 1.he logical outcome of this system is that education is regarded as merely acquiring know-
ledge about something, which means that insufficient attention is paid to the problem of attitudes and
modes of behaviour and, worse still, that, right from the outset, the vehicles and instruments of
knowledge are treated as objects of knowledge. This is what happens, for instance, in language
teaching which Ireats the language as the object of knowledge, and so concentrates on the study of
written texts. The study of the written language, which is but a code for the spoken language, is
stressed even before children have learned to speak - a situation all the more paradoxical in that a
certain mastery of the spoken language is essential for the study of the written form, Language
study takes two main forms: in the first, grammar, which consists of the analysis of the various
parts of speech, and is designed 'o enable pupils to learn a language through combining these parts
of speech in accordance with certain laws, is treated as a basic study in its own right. The second
likewise leads to a paradoxical situation; language is treated as an object of culture even before it
is rnaster,A as an instrument of culture. Under this system literature, at a very early stage in the
study of language, becomes a separate study of great importance, Pnd is taught without any prelim-
inary steps being taken to awaken children's aesthetic sense and develop their creative faculties.
and before they possess a knowledge of the expressions required for literary analysis.

Fly analogy, similar comments could be made r bout the language of mathematics and the tracii-
lio:ial study of arithmetic.

5. Teacher training has reflected this philosophy of education, and has ciihibited the same
paradoxes. The "school-master" is first and foremost someone who knows, and who main job it
is to impart his knowl2dge, in teacher training, far more attention is paid to the diversity and va-
lue oh knowledge than to Icarning how to tower: and the acquisition of encyclopaedic knowledge takes
precedence over %Telt it/11A training and an -.ilea-standing of children, Children. if the.; are rec,0,-
nized as such. arc seen only as the recipients of knowledge. 1 his the mast'. r Ow per -,gin

8
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knows, and the child by definition is the person who knows nothing, a tabula rasa on which every-
thing must and can be written. So it is that teacher training concentrates on extremely dogmatic
methods. It may be pointed out, incidentally, hat this applies not only to vocation.," training but
also to the acquisition of scientific knowledge 1; rather, a knowledge of the various subjects to be
taught, where the same dilemma arises: teachers can either be qualified in a number of subjects,
as they should be in order to take ch.argk_ of primary school children, in which ; see they will know
a little about everything, but nothing well; or else the will be rel t' [y :pecialized, but in that
case, though their knowledge will he sounder, there is a dmg; I of 11, it specialization produaig,
a state of psychological bewilder; en in the ch;. iren they teat Ii, ;.,1;:ch most people would deplore.

In accordance with the working method adopted, the presenta;ion of this introductory report
was followed by ; general debate, concentrating on two main points. The first was the question of
the problems facing tenehers because of the close and how very obvious connexion between the me-
thod of teaching and the philosophy of education, i.e., its economic, social and political goals,

The second question, which likewise .3irectly concerned the teachers taking part in the seminar -
though, unlike the first, it related not to the ethical and personal aspectr cc' the profession, but only
to the technical aspect - was how to train teachers for interdisciplinary teaching, This is a matter
which should be considered even before going into the question of the ways in which the different sub-
jects might be related. For it w- I amply clear from the introductory remarks that, quite apart
from the question of its content, the new kind of education would call for different knowledge ma
different skills, It was on this aspect of teacher training that the second part of the discussion
centred. and it formed the subject of the first general statement drafted.

In the next part of this report, we shall ocal with these two questions in turn.

III, TI11-7 PHILOSOPHY OF INTERDISCIPLINARa"rEAGIIINC; AND TILE ETHICS OF
THE TEACHING PROFESSION

I, In the Introduction, care was taken to point out the connexion between the .social sys'em and
the educational system and to show that the two are closely interlinked. It is difficult to see how an
educational system can be changed unless a start is made by changing society itself. Indeed, ve
would never have begun to investigate the subject of interdisciplinary teaching had we not ben con-
vinced that the African countries, now that the colonial epoch is over, had made a fresh start, in a
different direction. Governments have resolved to concentrate their efforts on economic and social
development and, though not actually taking the developed countries ae the only perfect moiel, are
nevertheless endeavouring to introduce an increasing measure of industrialization into traditional
societies. Further, all governments are perfectly %veil aware of how much investments in educa-
tion can do to attain this end. In view of this situation, it appeared that most of the fundamental
problems which might have been involved in introducing an interdisciplinary system of education
were as good as solvod. It is logical to suppose that those governments which have opted ter eco-
nomic and social development and have realized the importance of the role of education v i13 apply
themselves to instituting the structures necessary for such development and also to promoting the
appropriate changes in the system and goals of education. Consequently, and providing they do so.
the school, though remaining dependent on society, can nevertheless become an active instr,im:?nt
for social change. Another consequence will be that tea& ers. aware that the introduction of new
educational methods raises the whole question of the purpose of education - which they themselves
cannot determine are no longer in danger of coming up against moral problems which ore particu-
larly serious in the case of outsiders. unable to take a stand. as ordinary citizens would, in favour
of new economic and social aims for schools. lheir endeavours to develop new teaching methods,
to change the traditional conception of the school syllabus to provide a new type of teacher train-
ing henceforth, be merely an attempt to bring the aims of cducat. n, which they alone are
qualified to determine, into line with social aims, which they have ;tot laid down. So, then, all they
are doing %vitt be to comply with the wishes of govel nny:nts. ;,nd render assistance within tite limits
of their abilities and powers.

^. However, the problem of economic, social and political organization is not the only one to
be overcome: there is also the more general problem of culture and civilization: the two prob-
lems are usually linked, l'ECAllse it is impossible, broadly speaking, to separate society and civili-
zation completely. ,Ind there is no do.iht that this is even more true of traditional societic s.
introduction of a new t,s pe or education designed to product a new form of
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of thinking and living, a new system of values and a new outlook on the world. To foist a new cul-
t.. re and a new civilization s,,ddenly onto a traditional society through the medium of education would
be a dangerous undertaking, and would result either in cultural imperialism or in a clash of cultures
which would be dainkzing to all alike and would, moreover, engender serious psychological distur-
bances and wreck havoc in human lives. It behoves us, therefore, to make a thorough investigation
of existing societies with a view to finding how we can transform the n without destroying them. At
the same time, care must be taken lest the desire to adapt rather than destroy tut n into an unreason-
ing conservatism. Adaptation must ne ,er be allowed to bar the way to change. It is by no means
certain that 5+ will always be possible, in a society that is coming into being, for all the cultural ele-
mmts of traditional society to be preserved intact,

It should be said at once that the risks and problems are by no me ms as serious as might be
thought; for all genuine culture is a living entity, which is constantly evolving as it creates, and
any attempt to freeze it in a permanent mould, for fear of deterioration, would be the surest means
of killing it, or relegating it to the museum. It should be realized that cultural dynamism can only
survive, in the world of today, if it obeys two general laws. The first is this, that no national cul-
ture can remain alive unless its rpccific character stems, at least in some degree, from the partial
and specific assimilation of the universal culture of industrialized societies. The second is that no
national culture can remain alive, today, unless it draws nourishment from contact with other cul-
tur:,:. Such contact need not necessarily take Me form of a clash or a conflict; on the contrary, it
should, ideally, be a source of mutual inspiration, engendering new and original ereati,'e activity.
These laws do not apply to Africar national cultures only; they have universal validity; and such
reciprocal influences are no more of a threat to Africa than they arr.: +J the national cultures of
Europe.

Schools, in so far as thny create new mental attitudes and impart tie,/ values, train the men of
the future and are an effective instrument of social climge, are central to all these problems. And
it is incumbent on them, or rather on teachers, to state these problems clearly and propose effec-
tive solutions. This naturally raised the question of the selection and training of teachers for an
interdisciplinary teaching system.

IV. GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS
FOR AN INTERDISCIPLINARY TEACHING SYSTEM

1. In order to train future teachers, the training colleges themselves will of cot,' se need to be
staffed by people who have been trained in the new way and believe in the new system. A seminar
such as that held at Bouak4 can make a small contribution in this direction. Nevertheless, since
our chief concern is with the training of school teachers, we shall confine ourselves to a few com-
ments on the subject of the staff who are :o train therm. Training college teachers must be aeter-
mined not to allow their establishment to exist in a vacuum, cut off from the environmeit; but
there would be no point in this unless the teacher-trainers on ti e staff of the college swept away all
that still tends to compartmentalize the college itself. It will become clearer, further on, %vhytheir
work cannot be done successfully unless they all work together. in any case, whatever the nature
and aim of their task, it is obvious from the outset that it calls for a new attitude and a new type of
personal relations amongst the members of the teaching staff. Besides. what has been said above
about the relationship between teaching, culture and society suggests that these colleges should be
staffed by Africans. To enable this to be done should IR the aim of the cultural and technical assis-
tance furnished by the Member States of Unesco, Difficult though it no doubt is for Africans to live
in two cultural worlds, it is cr rtainly easier for them to absorb into their national culture the ele-
ments essential to the formation of a modern society than it is for Europeans to grasp the essence
of the traditional cultures of Africa,

2. It would be extremely difficult to train teachers fo this new type of teaching unless they al-
ready had a fairly clear idea of what it involves and were convinced of the need for introducing it.
They must, therefore, be reminded that the school has resyonsibilities towards society, They must
be shown that the methods and content of zducation . -e closely linked with the whole philosophy of
education, that teachers are also citizens, and that their task as educators is part end parcel of
their civic duties. if they are to accept these ideas, :conomic and social facts will of course have
to he put befo-e them, and they will have to be shown how thn analysis of the relation betteen the
social systein and the educational system applies to their own country. This aspect of their train-
ing should be examined fi 7st of all. since it should be the first topic covered at the teacher-trainim:

,
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college. But if future teachers are to be made conscious of their social role. the general informa-
tion and analyses of society and the environment put before them must not be too gene -al in aature;
they will need to be given actual examples taken from life, and shown, by means of case studies, that
traditional teaching methods may fail to meet both individual aspirations and social needs. Their in-
tellectual conviction will be far stronger if it is based on examples supporting and illustrating the
theory,

3. To convince student-teachers of the need for this new type of teaching. however, is not in
itself sufficient. If we r.re to obtoin results, they must ?1s° be convinced that it is possible as well
as desirable to introduce it; and in order to do this the reasons for co-ordinating the subjects they
teach, relating the,n and indeed integrating them must be made clear. These reasons are of various
kinds; and to explain them will involve using not only new information but, above all, new modes of
thinking. Thus training will have to include epistemological reflection an' methodological Descrip-
tion, which throw light on the new type of relations we are seeking to o 3tablish, and are the (lily way
to show student-teachers that the need to distinguish between the objects of knowledge affects neither
the universality of the forms of knowledge nor the interdependence of the different branches of know-
ledge. Rather than seeking to {mpart encyclopaedic knowledge, they must try to see what form the
encyclopaedic system of knowledge can take in the modern world. A course on the analysis and
mastery of the cognitive processes would also be useful.

4. That the introduction of this kind of teaching is necessary does not in itself mean tat it is
possible; nor does the fact that it should be feasible mean fiat it is so in fact. The teacher-training
system must provide the means of putting the theory into practice; and in order to ensure that it
cues so we must proceed from discussion of the theory to consideration of its practical application.

There are in fact serious difficulties in the way of its application. The first of these does not
really concern teacher training as such, but should nevertheless be mentioted here. It is the fact
that the introduction W interdisciplinary teaching, though not requiring the .atest technological
equipment, does involve carrying out studies and reforms and purchasing equipment, which will
certainly increase the education budget.

It is also possible that a second obstacle may arise, which has a bearing on the subject we are
c.iscussing: there may be resistance from traditionalists, the public authorities, professional as-
s :lations, and :Jarents of schoolchildren. Future teachers must therefore be prepared to propagate
11: theories which they themselves have accepted. They crust at as the champions of a cause, and
Tie able to educate members of the general public who 1,11c,v- little about the subject and, at the same
time, are not likely to understand arguments of too technical or scientific a nature. In this particu-
lar connexion, we merely wish to confirm what has already been said about the role which student-
teachers must be trained to play in society. In this case, mastery of this r8le presupposes a know-
ledge of the ar:ous social groups, including their mentality and the language they use.

Rut this is certainly not the main point. The essential problem, to which we now come, is how
to get future teachers to adopt a new approach to teaching, consonant with their ethical and intellec-
tual convictions. We must not ov!restirnote the value of "exposure" to inter disciplinary teaching
methods in training, but it can certainly help to show how to apply them in practice. The question re-
mains as to how this can he done in teacher-training colleges, and to what extent. The point is that
ttachin 2 at this level is inevitably more specialized than at elementary level. For instance. s tudcat-
teacher 9 must necessarily possess a certain knowledge of science which, by its very nature, cannot have
its full value unless :xtremely rigorous conditions are observed. His impossible, for instance, to es-
tablish scientific laws except on the basis of analysts; except, in other words, by organizing, in
the laboratory, certain precise experimental conditions; and this is, inevitably, a far cry from the
apprehension of reality as a single en,i,y and from the combination of the subjects by which reality
can be systematized and understood. This dots not. however, mean that closely co- ordinated teach-
ing of the various sciences. in particular the exact and natural sciences, is not possible. "Expo-
sure" to suca co-ordinated teaching can contribute in some measarc to training for the ILvv, form of
primary teaching.

Bat in the teacher-training college itself them is certainly one course ollich can bring in sev-
eral subjects that were formerly taught separately or, in some cases, not at all. 1his may merely
involve revising the traditional attiOole towards child psychology and the way of teachin_ t!.ils subject
in teacher-training colleges. Pistead of sep,ir,Lting the steals- of child psychology from tit so-
ciolory and the other Mayan sciences thus confining it, despit its t.....cp.,..1'iM,1/1.31 eharm'a.r, lo the
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knowledge of general and necessarily theoretical laws it could centre round the African child, con-
sidered in his natural environment, i.e., against a complex backgrcund of all kinds of cultural, so-
cial and personal factors. Taken in this way, the study of the child no doubt bring in the various
sciences of man. So, once again, it is obvious t:iat to remfre the barriers between subjects is not
possible without also removing the barriers cutting off schools from their environment. For the
only way to teach child psychology, under the new system, would be la, case studies. Student-
teachers should learn first how to draw up a child's file, containing, in classified form, all the data
supplied by physiological and medical examinations, as well as by psychological tests and social ob-
servation, and then how to interpret the information it contains and form a general conclusion from it.

But training for the new teaching would not be enough; the student-teacher should have a chance
to put what he has learnt into practice in the primary school classroom. This naturally raises prob-
lems of two kinds. The first relate to the difficulty of arranging for practice classes, in which chil-
dren would be taught quite differently from children in the other schools throughout the country. The
second concern us more closely, aod show clearly that it is impossible to separate research and
training when it comes to the application of new teaching methods: for to train students, in actual
conditions, for this new system involves producing models of the new techniques, even if they are
only approximations and of a provisional nature as well as new methods and new syllabuses. Since
all th's takes time, since it is unlikely that we shall find the perfect solution immediately and since
it is essential that cha-Ages can oe introduced as progress is made, it is imperative to interest
student-teachers in the research work being done in t:tis field. They must be informed, in the early
stages of their training, of what is being done, and they must understand its si,gnificanoa and pur-
pose and the methods used. This is the only means of making them capable, subsequently, of as-
similating the results of research and incorporating them in their teaching. The importance of this
will be realized when we remember that these are the people on whom wr shall have to rely to take
over and to co-operate in continuing research on the basis of the results obtained from the first ex-
periments. This brings us to ll,a consideration of another aspect of training.

5. The question we now come i is that of how the problem of evaluation should be dealt with in
relation to training. Generally speaking, future teachers should be shown what are the prerequisites
for making a scientific evaluation of their teaching. At present they tend too much to take the view
that they of themselves are competent to judge, to regard themselves as infallible, and to regard
progress tests in the same way as the models used for imparting knowledge. In fact, the problem
of evaluation is of particular importance in the case of teaching designed in some measure to inte-
gr ate the various subjects. Fur tats method makes it impossible to plan. each step beforehand by
taking, one after another, all the to, ics included in the syllabus, since these are no longer presented
in the logical order proper to each subject, but are group?d around th -'tral theme adopted for the
teaching of all subjects. There can be no denying that them are two d.. inherent in this system.
The first of these is certainly the more serious, arising, as it does, from the fact that points are
not dealt with in logical order. The second, though less important the fact that gaps may occur
as a result of not working through each separate subject point by point - must also be avoided if pos-
sible. It is for these reasons that evaluation. apart from 'he fact that it acquires especial impor-
tance, must combine the testing of knowledge kith the analysis of content. Since teaching has now
as ,rmed .1 mere syncretic form, it is more important than ever that this analytical study be made.
The analysis of -_.ontent, however, requires special techniques which student-teachers must /earn.

V. PROCEEDING r RO:1 REELECTION AND DISCUS.,ION TO EXPERIMENTS
AND PROJECTS

We had an opportunity, during this first stage of th semina-, to test the efficiency of the working
method we had adopted ',nmediately. The rep,rt on the projects in progress and the experiments
already carried out at the teacher-training colleges at Atal,pame in the Republic of Togo and at
Yaoundd in Gamer.- In illustrated very clearly how ci ;ely practical experience corresponded to the
problems that our theoretical disc cQsions had led us to expect and the solutions proposed or them.
We were particularly struck by the method used by the group of teachers in Atakpame first, indi-
viduals worked on projects. and then the.. communicated their findings to the group. Under this
system, each teacher plans his teaching in stages, as follows: first, individual work the teacher
works )ut the syllabus in his particular subject, taking account of the following four basic points
training of the personality. training of the producer-e.6:zen, professional teacher training and the
need for the seho to 1, adapted to Togolese needs, I.e., to the situath n in the country and the rc-
qu.iements foi :evelopment. Ile then examines the centre or centres of interest selected for
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each section and goes systematically through his syllabus, deciding which aspects of the centre of
interest relate to the various points on the syllabus. After that, he discusses the position with the
teachers of those subjects more particularly concerned wilt the centre of interest, --And they make
a joint study of certain points, draw up a list of the means to be used for the study of eardt centre of
interest, and make plans for interdisciplinary teaching. Lastly, a general plan is drafted, which,
for each centre of interest, takes account of the syllabus for each subject, the points where the syl-
labuses are similar or identical, and the means of investigation adopted.

The Yaoundd group demonstrated that all its measures for introducing changes came under the
same headings as those used in the introductory report on the general training of teachers why an
interdisciplinary system is necessary, how it can be established, tneoretic Illy and in practice, and
how to evaluate the first results obta ned.

Thus this group considers that the autb,,rities should be informed of their projects and their sup-
poi t enlisted, and that student-teachers should be sl,r)wn that school and life, educatiun and the ac-
tivities of the community are closely interlinked. This involves devising a form of training calcu-
lated to produce a different attitude and outlook and to lead to a new system of classifying kno.vledge.
The group, however, soon realized the difficulties of this project and were convinced that it could
not be carried out until they were overcome. The standard of the teachers makes it essential `o
vide further training courses and to compile notes for teachers. The idea that time-tables will not
necessarily follow the traditional pattern must be ,_cepted, and urgent measures must be taken to
provide primary schools with additional equipment. Equally serious problems are encountered in
the higher teacher-training school itself. Not all the teachers are yet won over to the new system,
and the search for points in common in the matter of teaching methods - observation, reflection and
gradual synthesis, action and application - has scarcely begun. Lastly, this group states that at the
same time as embarking on this \\ ork, it has taken steps to devise methods and tests for the evalua-
tion of resul+s. Various specific s ,gestions have already been put forward, including holding a fi-
nal examination in the form of a test. The group. having declared itself in favour of constant self-
criticism, is now considering whai form this sho 1 take, and how it should be organized.
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PART II

THE INTERDISCIPLINARY SYSTEM AND LANGUAGE TEACHING

I. IMPORTANCE OF LANGUAGE TEACHING

Quite apart from any special connexion with the interdisciplinary system, language teaching neces-
sarily occupies on important pl ce in educational theory relating to primary education. For all
teaching is, first and foremost, a process of communication, and, regardless of the methods
adopted, language is both an essential tool and also one of the first to be acquired. It is the com-
mon vehicle of all forms of knowledge and culture, and their most permanent and general founda-
ti^,n. And it is, in particular, an essential tool for use in the cognitive process.

Language teaching is even more important in Africa and, more generally speaking, in all coun-
tries where pupils have first to master a language which is both a foreign tongue and at the same
time the language in arid through which they are to receive instruction.

Locking at the traditional teaching system, we shall see immediately that the study of language
has been divided up into various exercises and activities, for which there are specific programmes
and time-tables: elocution, recitation, sr abulary, grammar, reading, writing, spelling, essay-
writing. These different exercises are not necessarily kept completely separate, but neither can
they be said to be always closely co-ordinated, and it must be ad nitted that the activities they in-
volve are often fragmentary. The question arose whether it would not be desirable to synthesize
language teaching more closely and, if so, how it could be done.

It soon became clear that the first step must be to agree on the meaning of the word "synthe-
size" and to propose a definition, or definitions of it. Hitherto, the idea of an interdisciplinary
system, general though it was, had provided a satisfactory basis for reflection. But the time had
now come to indicate more precisely %wh....t was meant by more synthesized" or 'more organic"
teaching. Not until these questions of terminology and meaning had been settled, at least provi-
sionally and on the basis of working hypotheses, could we start to examine the distinguishing
characteristics of this new type of teaching.

Thus the general term "interdisciplinary or synthesized teaching" has several connotations:

simply the co-ordination of subjects; in this case, the traditional subjects are retained. but
an endeavour is made to link them up in various ways (using similar terminology, progressing at
the same rate, arranging for the bnowledge imparted in the various subjects to be complementary,
and so on);

in other cases, though the subjects remain separate and are taught separately, they are not
regarded as necessarily being mutually exclusive; it is realized that a lesson in mathematics. for
instance, may make a contribution to the study of language. The term "into disciplinary teaching"
in the strict sense of the term might be used only for teaching of this type;

it is also possible to reduce the number cf subjects or types of teaching activity either by co-
ordinating them at every point, but in such a way that the teaching of all subjects proceeds simul-
taneously, or else by combining them to form new and original courses. The term "integrated
teaching" could be reserved for this form of co-ordiration.

It was therefore decideu to examine the content of education and the training of student teachers
in relation to these three meanings. It was, however, realized immediately that it would be neces-
sary, in each case, to determine the limitations as well as the possibilities of co-ordination, inter-
disciplinary teaching and integrat on, and that this could only be done satisfactorily by taking the
basic aims of education as a guide and bearing lhen constantly in mind, This, incidentally, con-
firmed the view that th,: concept of interdisciplinary teaching. in its general meaning is closely
linked the aims of education,
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To conclude this introduction, it should be added that it was thought necessary for analyses to
be made on two distinct planes simultaneously; for it would be impossible to decide how student-
teachers should be trained for the new type of primary education without first defining clearly what
form that education was to take. Such training is essentially preparation for a certain level and
type of teaching, and the means cannot be determined until the ends have first been defined.

Once these stipulations had been made and these points clarified, the seminar was able to re-
vert to the question of language teaching with a much clearer idea c.f what was involved.

II. WHAT IS LANGUAGE TEACHING?

I. Priority for learning how to speak a language

To teach someone means first of all to communicate with him, mainly by means of speech. The
first object in teaching should therefore be to provide the pupil with that instrument of communica-
tion. lie must master it well enough to understand what is said and to make what he says under-
standable. That is why, before making language a subject for study and analysis, we must give the
pupil enough skill to handle the language with assurance. That means that it is w-"ong either to teach
grammar too early or to fail to teach the type of grammar that is hased on analysing the parts of
speech and synthesizing them, according to formal laws, at a later stage.

Language teaching, if understood in this way, is in line with the basic human functions of lan-
guage. Language is primarily speech addressed by one person to another. To give priority to
learning the oral language is therefore to harmonize one of the requirements of teaching in gen-
eral with the requirements of the fundamental nature of language. Essentially, writing is only the
graphic code of the phonological system. It would therefore be paradoxical to want to study that
code before knowing, at least to some extent, what it codifies. The paradox is the more striking
if one remembers that, in order to study and analyse that code, one must use language naturally,
as manifested in spontaneous oral expression. For this reason it is undesirable either to begin the
study of written texts at an early stage or to teach reading and writing too soon.

2. What is meant by learning to speak a language?

When we consider how oral expression can be taught, we see that it is very useful, if not necessary,
to employ a number of techniques of expression, some of which are not used in natural, everyday
speech, whilst others are used in preverbal modes of communication. A variety of activities and
exercises will therefore be used in the early stages of language learning.

In order to make this statement clear and explicit enough to eliminate confus'on or error, the
different modes of oral expression must first be carefully distinguished. By its nature, oral expres-
sion covers different levels of language, which must be defined and related to each other. As we
have already suggested earlier, the first level is that of spontaneous expression, in which absolute
accuracy is not expected only immediate intelligibility. At this level of language, communication
is only a matter of everyday conversation in which individuals exchange information about what hap-
pens in daily life.

That being clear, it Is much easier to determine what teaching methods should be used for:

fa) The transition from learning logical constructions to learning linguistic constructions

We have seen that language teaching should be based on a conception that has little to do with tradi-
tional grammar. It was also seen that the goal was no longer to teach the rules of ideally correct
speech, but to enable the child to employ the language as it is naturally used; and we know that
such natural language may be objectively described and sufficiently formalized to become the field
of study of that science which contemporary linguists are tryino develop. Therefore, the ideas
of structure and function subtend this new kind of teaching. '7 r so-called new mathematics is es-
sentially a grammar of sets, whose syntax is what one studies. Learning the logical constructions
proper to this mathematics thus becomes learning a language which is not uarrlated to ordinary,
everyday language. In 'act, linguistic sets could not function without bringing into play logical func-
tions and connexions which the study of mathematics shows so clearly and accurately.
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It goes without saying, however, that there is no question of directly teaching the child the sym-
bolic language characteristic of that strict expression. This formalized language can be only an end
goal, the final point of a process of intellectual abstraction whose point of departure may be success-
fully provided by certain concrete activities. We know, in fact, that certain preverbal behaviour,
spontaneously derived from the child's culture and civilization, obeys rules bringing into play rela-
tionships which may be said to convert logical thought into actions, At this level of behaviour, these
rules and relationships are obviously lived and acted out, not considered tnd systematized. The
more the child is motivated by the play character of essentially sensorimotor activities, the more
easily and spontaneously he learns them. None the less, the more these activities are practised
and the better they are acted out, the easier it is, at a later stage, to ask the child to describe them
and to teach the rules that apply to them. Thus, before language itself is mastered, pi everbal modes
of expression can prepare for the understanding and mastery of logical forms, many of which exist
in ordinary, everyday language.

It has been found that the translation into words of an understood structure (for example, ar-
rangement in series or the irreversibility of implication) can occur in two different ways: first,
the motivating object may be referred to by the term "an unspecified object", which means that it
is not considered for itself and its qualities, as it ,ould be by a physicist, but only as a basis for
a co-ordinated group of well-defined sensorimotor activities (the acts of arranging, classifying,
etc. ). Therefore, it suffices if the object has the appropriate properties for the desired use. In
other cases, activities may be involved which are not artificially provoked, but refer back to real,
common practice& in the child's cultural and human environment. It is then that reference to the
environment becomes useful in teaching. It is true that the envirom-zen+ is like the indifferent ob-
ject, in that it is not studied for itself, it is not the subject taught. It is all the more important not
to confuse reference to the environment with study of the environment because the latter cannot be
undertaken before the child has an adequate mastery of language, as will be shown later. It is to
give him that plastery that reference is made to the eavironment. Yet it is true that this method
can only be applied if the teacher is well acquainted with his cultural environment and if the school
does not hesitate to turn towards that environment and seek its support. From which we see again
that breaking down the partitions between subjects also implies breaking down the partition between
school and life.

In this connexion the effectivei_ess of the method adopted for the work of the seminar was again
examined. Various groups in turn described the different experiments attempted, especially the
G. R. P. (Groupe de Recherches Pddagogiques) and the Bouakd group.

But these reports also gave us a clearer idea of the relations between language learning and the
learning al mathematics and of the difficulties and limitations of co-ordinating them. The following
is an attempt to summarize the discussion of this subject.

(b) Learning language and learning mathematics: complexity, difficulties and
limitations of the interdisciplinary method as applied to these subjects

First, it should be noted that the relationship between learning mathematics and language learning
is not a one-way relationship, Although it sometimes seems desirable that a form or idea be first
introduced in mathematics, usirg teaching aids, so that the concept at once accurately conveys its
true meaning, on the other hand, notions and forms which the mathematician needs must be intro-
duced by means of language teaching, For example, the prepositions "in", "on'', and "under", in-
troduced in a language lesson, provide topological concepts that can be used directly in the mathe-
matics course. In a more general v.-ay, although the symbolic language defines with great purity and
clarity elements and structures that ordinary language 1 ses (connector, quantifier, comparative... ),
although it trains the pupil to manipulate those elements and structures, it must nevertheless be ad-
mitted that mathematical language in itself is a mixed language: while it is a symboIic language, at
the same time it uses ordir Icy language - for example, for the description and handling of signs.
That is why learning the mathematical language proper implies a certain mastery of ordinary language.

It must also be admitted that there are more differences than resemblances between mathemati-
cal language and ordinary, language - Picked, there is a fundamental opposition between them. This
opposition may be brought out in three ways:

To make language char and explicit, we naturally try to eliminate the equivocal and ambiguous.
Hut the 'leans employed are by no rie.Ins al.gays identical in the two cases. Indeed. they are often
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opposites. For example, the expression of negation, which had previously enablecl us to demon-
strate the part that a study of the rudiments of logic can play in the early stages of language learn-
ing, was again considered, but this time in a critical way, the object being to demonstrate the limits
of integration of the two kinds of learning. In ordinary language the expression of negation may be
ambiguous, because the negation does not cover the entire sentence(1), For example, when I say
he did not succeed by chance", the statement is not clear. All I can do to reduce the ambiguity is

to introduce an artificial main clause such as ''it is not true that" or "it is false that" or even "it is
rot by". In this case, the ambiguity can only be reduced by formulating a sentence employing more
complicated linguistic constructions. The sentence becomes longer and more complex. And that
also requires, specifically, a mastery of ordinary language. The mathematician trying to avoid the
same danger does not go about it in the same way. The negation is placed in parentheses, until it
affects only single element propositions, where it is expressed by introducing a new incorporated
sign, e, g, x y. The consequence for teaching is clear; the pupil never sees an explicit negative
bearing on an entire statement. In mathematics, therefore, we do not use turns of phrase like the
French "II ne faut pas que which are acceptable in ordinary language, so that the pupil, as
far as his knowledge of language goes, does not know what a logical negation is.

The idea of ambiguity, also reveals a much more radical opposition between the two languages.
In ordinary language it is certainly possible, and always very helpful, to define the words one uses.
But to define a word I can only use other words; in turn these words call for definition, and the
definition is subject to the same necessities. The reason why it is finally impossible to avoid am-
biguity completely and to arrive at a meaning that is clear to everyone is that ambiguity is of the
essence of natural language. If we wanted to obtain a strictly unequivocal meaning, we might have
to postpone indefinitely the moment of expressing that meaning. An irreducible mEtrgin of approxi-
mation is a normal characteristic of ordinary language; without it communication between human
beings would be very difficult, if not impossible. Living, spontaneous relationships imply consid-
erable semantic tolerance. Although it is true that it is often desirable to clarify what one wishes
to say by re- wording it in more accurate terms, it is also true that if one carries this too far, one
may introduce confusion once mire. It is as if there were an optimum amount of analysis and also
an optimum amount of discussion. If we wish to understand one another'', said Bachelard, "let us
n..)t talk too much",

In ordinary language, writing is only the graphic code of a phoneme system. Linguistic ele-
ments as such are not completely lacking, but are greatly reduced in number. By contrast, sym-
bolic language finds its natural expression in the writing of signs. It may be necessary in teaching
to "say" these signs, to enunciate them, both singly and in groups, but then the word becomes the
phonatory code of a language which is primarily written,

This fundamental opposition should warn us against excessive intermingling of the two kinds of
learning. However much mathematical language and ordinary language may help each other, there
can be no question of ce. sing to teach them as two distinct subjects, each with its own methods and aims.

It was the more necessary to be clear as to how far integral, .1 should go in that we thereby be-
come aware of the need for specific teaching of spoken language. To give an introduction to logic.
although useful. does not mean that we need not search for the methods to be used in giving sound in-
struction in all aspects cf oral expression. W, therefore turned to the questico of the nature of such
methods, remembering that the problem ,..as how to teach a foreip language to African children.

(el Specifi: methods for teaching oral expression

If we are to grasp what the teaching of oral expression implies, we must first examine three points,
the first two of which will round out what we have already said about the nature and primitive func-
tion of language:

If it is true that language is first of all an instrument of communication and if to speak is first
of all to speak to someone, then it must also be recognized thai speech can only occur in a concrete
situation which provides an oppor,inity or creates an obligation for the persons present to embark
of a conversation in which theft emotions, feelings and opinions will be revealed. Speakers are
thus actors on the stage of life:: they strike attitudes, they play r6les. It is difficult to play rules

(I) This example is taken fruin a lecture given by 7q, Lacombe. 19G9 -1'370. Fa, ult6 des Sciences,
Paris, Quri St, -Bernard.
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or strike attitudes without adopting bodily postures and facial expressions just as spontaneously as
we speak and without expressing emotions and feelings through them. Originally, therefore, speech
is fundamentally an act that involves a certain kind of demeanour. It will not be completely or easily
Aelerstood if the bodily expressions and emotive gestures that give point to it are not seen. Oral

expression is therefore spontaneously associated with physical expression, and all references ini-
tially require such dual, joint expression. Many of the flaws or weaknesses of oral language are
tolerable only because this essential phy- ical reinforcement compensates for them.

If we are to see clearly the association between speech and situation we must also remember
that emotions, feelings and opinions are themselves reactions either to the world of which we are
speaking or to action we take that affects it or those inhabiting it. In other words, speaking is not
only speaking to someone, but also speaking about "something" to someone. To speak to him we
must also have "something" to say to him. What the child will first speak of most freely is the
world of which he has immediate experience, the world that surrounds him, which he sees, senses
and lives in. It is only by referring to the child's actual sensory experience that communication is
possible in the beginning. And this psychological truth is quite consistent with the primary function
of language, for Lith the linguistic and the transcendental analysis of language show that it can only
come into being by creating the world of which it speaks. We have not on the one hand the world
and, on the other, the language which gives it names by making objects, their qualities, relation-
ships, and movements correspond to substantives, complements, cr verbs. As against this nomin-
alistic conception, de Saussure hes shown that language is a system organized according to its own
laws. The world itself cannot be organized except in so far as it is apprehended by the system of
language. In the sense of seeing and understanding, there is no world except for "homo loquens".
From this we can already see that the language lesson will be inseparable from reference to the en-
vironment. But the surrounding world is much too vast and complex for a vague reference to the
environment to suffice for our inquiry. Everything that is said circumscribes, effects a choice and
leads to selections. Here again, psychological truth and philosophical analysis meet. In the first
place, to speak is not only to say something to someone'', but also "to want to say it to him", to
wish to express oneself on that subject. The child speaks first of what attracts him, beguiles him
and interests him in the world around him.

The third preliminary comment relates to the linguistic situation of the African child. He finds
himself in very special and very difficult circumstances. In contrast to the French or English pupil,
for example, he is not well enough acquainted with the language he will need to master all the skills
and knowledge he will have to acquire during his later education, because it is not his mother tongue
He will almost certainly have to learn that language very quickly and when very young.

These three comments have a twofold value - they point to bcth the difficulties of the problem
and the means of solving it. To move pupils from one linguistic system to another early in life, all
we need do is to consider the natu: and original function of language as we have just analysed them.
Although the transition must not be made by direct translation, one may use expressive attitudes and
images taken from the environment. If the formulation of the linguistic structures of the first sys-
tem is accompanied by physical movements and representation of the situation to which they refer,
then the child will grasp the analogy between the meanings behind the two signifiers.

But the same comments warn us that the transition will not be possible unless certain conditions
are fulfilled. Some are general, others cultural and directly related to the environment concerned.
As to the first group, we may note that if the environment and situation referred to were too complex
and brought in too many meanings at once, their message would become ambiguous and difficult to
read. To avoid that difficulty, one must refer only to simple situations and represent things in a way
that has only one meaning. As to the second group, it will be s.oted that the more the objects and
situations referred to are familiar to the child the greater will be the correspondence between the
two systems. One must select from the target system, that is, from the French lar.guage being
taught, the vocabulary and constructions that best describe the surrounding environment and local
life. We may note in passing that that means doing research and drawing up word lists beforehand;
otherwise the teacher would have to grope his way and gould run the ris:cs inherent in purely em-
pirical research.

This analysis, brief though it is, will give us some idea of the methods that must be used. And
knowing something of the methods we can see what sort of trairing should be g: ,en to teachers so as
to equip them to teach in that ' ay.
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(d) The teaching of oral expression and teacher training

It will be seen shortly how this conception of the early stages in the teaching of language enables
the various subjects or activities related to tat teaching to be associated or harmonized. For the
moment, dealing only with the elementary level, we should like to show how it presupposes integra-
tion of methods and of various forms of expression.

As in the examples we have already seen, the teachers will have to be trained to approach their
work differently. Because language has its rules and because certain technique. must be used, the
teaching methods will retain the quality of guidance. But, on the other hand, teachers must be
capable not only of respecting but also of arousing the child's spontaneity. If the teacher says too
much, the child will say nothing, Rather than playing a major role himself, the teacher should en-
courage conversation between the children themselves. This attitude is so contrary to tradition
that teachers will certainly require special training in it, and the methods to be used will have to
be studied in detail. It is difficult to be at once discreet, attentive, open-minded and watchful.

Training is not merely a matter of this general change in attitude.. however. In particular, the
teacher must be capable of introducing the intermediaries that link the two linguistic systems.
These intermediaries may, and even should, be of many kinds: far from being mutually exclusive,
they must be as closely related as possible. The teacher himself should be able, at least partially,
to play this role. He must therefore be able to act the part of a person in the situation described.
He must have enough mastery of his body to be able to exploit all its powers of expression. We may
note that what we have said about the relation between oral expression and physical expression ex-
plains at least in part why difficulties in communication are always reflected in a lack of bodily ease,
an awkward appearance, an unnatural bearing and constrained attitudes. A person who speaks
fluently and communicates freely often has great ease of demeanour and posture. Great freedom of
expression is accompanied by great freedom of movement and bearing. He who is master of his
speech is often master of his physical movements and bearing. Conversely, it is reasonable to
think that, to some extent at least, physical education that would relax and free the body, with the
object of giving the pupil mastery and control of it and making it a controlled means of expression,
at once easy and assured, could help children to acquire ease and assurance in speech. This has
two implications: first, with regard to the teacher, who must both perfect his own speech and learn
to use his body so that it conveys meaning; and second, with regard to the pupil, for the teacher
must be capable of imparting the behavioural and bodily control he himself has acquired. In an ex-
treme case, paradoxical though it may seem, mime and dance, in which meaning is conveyed silently,
can be of use In teaching a language orally.

This association between learning to express oneself and physical education of itself gives us a
new attitude towards physical education, an attitude both more varied and more organic than hereto-
fore. Physical education takes different forms, from gymnastics to mime and dancing, and at the
same time it is a coherent whole, in that R embraces two such apparently dissimilar objectives as
the harmonious development of the body - that is, harmonious communication between its different
parts - and ease of expression in speech and cons'ersation - that is, the harmonious development of
communication between individuals,.

It is none the less obvious that the bodily postures and facial expressions through which emotions
and feelings are expressed must be essentially secondary to oral expression. It would be very risky
to rely solely on the body's powers of expression. One must be capable of creating or constructing
images that are so simple or simplified that they give the idea only of equally simple and immediately
comprehensible situations. Depending on the case, that is, according to their types, these images
will either give added point to the actions of teacher and pupil, by providing them with a visual frame-
work and basis, or demand from them a different kind of activity. For example, the teacher will be
so trained that he can skilfully manipulate the figures on the feltboard which he has planned and made
for use as illustrations for a story he intends to tell. Similarly, if funds are available, the resources
of the most modern technology .nay be called into play; for example, television is particularly suit-
able for showing films, which meet ..he teacher's needs excellently. On a less ambitious level, radio
can supply the spoken message that the feltboard will illustrate. These means will be used in con-
junction, according to the resources available; and only when tne chili has acquired a certain mas-
tery of speech in this way should sketches or acting game. be used. We have seen that the use of
speech is basically linked not only to a situation, but also ) roles nnd attitudes. It can thus he sug-
gested 'o the child that he act out a certain role, and one c an he sure that identifying himself with a
character will help him to speak more freely and spontaneoasly as that character would speak,
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On:e again, it is obvious that although a teacher who is to teach in this way must be able to give free
rein to the children in expressing themselves he must also be trained properly; otherwise he will
find it difficult to introduce sketches or acting games, or, if he did introduce them, they might fail
to achieve their linguistic purpose.

However, one must not be deluded as to the results the methods just suggested can producc.
For the envi.,onment and its image could not act as perfect intermediaries between two linguistic
systems unless the two systems were similarly structured. Hence, for every representation of the
environment according to the linguistic structures of the first system there would be a corresponding
representation according to the structures of the ether. But we know that this is not so. We always
see the world according to the system of the language through which we apprehend it. It follows that
the meaning that is perceived in the image associated with the linguistic sequence is that given by the
mother tongue or at least by the linguistic system we learnt first or know best. Consequently, if
language learning is to go beyond the stage of such a limited vocabulary and such simple structures
as can reflect universal and unambiguous situations, one must resort to other means in order to
avoki misunderstanding. Whether we wish it or not, the time comes when we must substitute the
translation of ideas for literal translation. The same words do not necessarily have the same mean-
ing in different languages. They stand for ideas which may be understood in different ways. There
are two {Says of overcoming these difficulties. The first is to live in the environment in which the
language is used as the instrument of communication and culture; it is by absorbing a country's cul-
ture that we can reach the roots of the language system and really understand its concepts. In con-
trast to what has been said previously, entering into the foreign environment in this way implies
separation from the local environment. The other way is that of analysis: the pupil understands
concepts as they are defined. But that assumes that he has reached a degree of mastery of the lan-
guage far above what can be achieved in a course such as we have been discussing. And we cannot
consider the question of the later stages of the course without at the same time considering the
teaching of spoken language and the teaching of the written language and the close relation between
them. We shall now turn to this question.

3. The different levels of language and the different forms of linguistic expression

(a) From speech to reading and writing

Written expression is very different from oral expression. We shall deal with the main differences
laicr. For the moment we shall note only that writing is primarily the graphic code of a phoneme
system, and that it was necessary to master that system before approaching the code. We should
also note that although one must be able to express oneself in writing, it may be in the first plac 3
for the sake of communication. Considered in this way, written language is what we have seen oral
language to be - a means of communication between persons. These two points make it clear that
learning the first kind of expression can help in learning the second, and they also show how the two
can be linked together.

For example, it is certainly advisable to see that the motivation for oral expression, the vocabu-
lary and constructions uscd in it, and the reading material are closely related. Likewise, spontaneity
of oral expression could be matched by spontaneity in writing, although both may be based on the
same experience and motivation. Free composition might be used as a follow-up to a conversation,
and the same visual material that was used in the case of oral expression could be used for free
composition. We may rote that the converse may also occur - a fact which shows the reciprocity of
the two forms of language learning. The co..versation or the story composed and narrated aloud
could follow ot, from a written composition. In this case, the composition would be truly free, in the
serse that the pupil himself would choose the experience and occasion motivating it. In brief, we can
imagine many combinations that help in the transition from speech to writing while maintaining the
close relationship and continuity between them,

It is nevertheless true that, apart from the technical problems of penmanship and writing, there
are considerable differences between these two forms of expression, only the major ones of which
will be mentioned here.

We have seen that speech originates in response to a situation created within a given environ-
ment. 'I he physical behaviour aroused, within tl a environment we are watching, by the situation of
the person involved in it tic los us to understand whit he says. The written wort cannot use move-
mealls or emotive gestures to make the meaning clear, and must em;,ioy its own resources and
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methods instead. There are several ways of doing so. The first is to use the fact that time has
elapsed since the event occurred to analyse and describe the event in the terms proper to language,
which take the place of bodily gesture and facial expression. But that presupposes a high degree of
linguistic ability and in particular an ability to analyse situations and concepts, which the education
referred to so far did not impart. It is not that the bridges betereen oral and written expression are
entirely cut. For examp', one may ask a speaker to describe a past event or one that has taken
place elsewhere. As he cannot use the actual events to illustrate what he says or make direct refer-
ence to the situation and environment, the narrator must reduce and stylize bodily expression and
rely more upon language itself. His will t) convey his impressions of an object becomes ipso facto
the will to describe it in words, if need be by analysis and explanation. For example, a pupil or
group of pupils) investigating the environment may be asked to report to the entire class on what he
or they - saw and found interesting. This is certainly one way of making the transition towards the
level of linguistic ability just mentioned in relation to writing an even more fully descriptive, ana-
lytical and conceptual level. But, conversely, we can also say that this new degree of ability for
oral expression, the ability to give a verbal account of an event, as we might call it, will be achieved
all the more efficiently if the pupil has acquired a good command of the language by analysing it.

So there comes a time - and it must be very carefully chosen - when language must be analysed
in order to improve both oral and written expression. This considered, systematic study is what we
call grammar. The question before us was how the teaching of grammar should be understood. There
was no thought of changing our mind as to earlier criticisms of traditional grammar. To continue to
teach it would certainly be to run counter to the idea of language teaching as we have understood it.
It seemed clear that, far from introducing a theoretical contradiction that would lead to a discrepancy
in teaching methods, the teaching of grammar should be harmonized with the teaching of expression
that preceded it and linked with it as closely as possible. It should be brought in so as to secure not
only the desired unity but also coherence. The concepts and methods used in this kind of grammati-
cal study can only be elaborated on the basis of fundamental hypotheses and theories defining the
status and nature of the object of knowledge. ("The difficultyin a science is its object- CANGUILHEA1).
We already know that both the priority accorded to oral expression and the methods recommended
for teaching it are directed towards mastery of the language as an instrument of communication and
hence mastery of the functions of the linguistic system. What we need, therefore is a method of
teaching grammar in which the language will be analysed by systematic description of it, its various
components being considered according to their functions. Instead of dealing with "components",
analysing the different parts of speech and stating the rules governing their use, we would have a
new distributive or generative type of grammar. In general, and no matter what other differences
there may be between them it is by trying to reduce their positions to axioms that we attempt to ana-
lyse the functions of the components as accurately and thoroughly as possible. Spontaneity of speech
is nothing else than the spontaneity with which the child places words in a sentence, without thinking
about it, and links them so that they form linguistic sequences which, although not always quite cor-
rect, yet at once mean something to the listener. The child has thus acquired, at the level of play
and actual experienci, an acquaintance with the language which will be reproduced, ordered and sys-
tematized by means of functional grammar. This formalization will be all the easier for being based
on spontaneous practice. But, conversely, a knowledge of grammar will enable pupils to reach a
much more advanced stage of spontaneous practice and a much higher linguistic level. The gram-
marian elaborates a vocabulary for speaking about language - what we might call a meta-language.
But he also gives the student a command of language not only as an instrument of communication but
also as an instrument for analysis and knowledge, Analysis of language enables one to learn thelan-
guage of analysis. That is important not only for a literary education, which ai.aa at the comprehen-
sion and analysis of texts, but also for a scientific education, in which the ability to use language in
this way and at this level is essent,11,

There are other ways in which the written word can compensate for the lack of physical move-
ments and emotive gestures. We have seen that, without the help of actions or direct reference to
the situation and environment, the narrator must reduce and sylize bodily expression, concentrate
it in facial exp ession and try to make his voice particular.), expressive. We have also seen that
that was insufficient and that narrative can overcome that inadequacy by means of analysis. However,
the narrator has other means of giving life to material from other places or from the past. Often
he will introduce into his lam age elements of a style used specifically in the art of description or
narration. So we see not only that there Is a new relationship between the le: rning of speech and the
learning of writing, that is, a transition from one to the other of these forms f expression, but also
that there can be a transition from o.dinary expression to artistic expression, and, more generally,
an association between language learning and aesthetic education. This point is touched n in the
following section.
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(lo) From language learning to aesthetic education

Although he may have experienced or seen what he is narrating, the pupil will not necessarily write
his compositions in a style that conveys the impression he wants to give. But experience can help
him to acquire such a style, and that is why, once more, actual experience, which presupposes that
the school is linked to life, can be an excellent starting-point. But when the child moves from ac-
tion to narrative his speech ceases to be accompani-d only by the emotions communicated to him by
the situation in which he is involved. He attempts to exr..eess his emotions by means of words. His
words are no longer heard only within the context of the situation in which they are spoken. They
attempt to reproduce, to "reflect" that situation, and by foing so expression becomes essentially
self-expression, the expression of the person, While remaining an instrument of communication,
speech tends to become a work or art. This tendency will certainly, be seen when, after proper
preparation, the transition from oral expression to written expression is made. Without the help
of physical movements or any other form of expression, writing really derives its evocative power
only from the magic of style. If the narrative is regarded as important and if the speaker wants it
to be vivid enough to give the impression of life, then it must become, even more than before, tha
expression of the personality and a work of art. It is of course not the purest fc rm of art, and it
will probably not be very perfect or beautiful in its first impact, but it is nevertheless one of the
first forms of art.

in the above analysis we have tried to show the difference between language considered as a
mere instrument of communication and language considered as a work of art, We do not believe
that everyone can become a great artist, and we do not fail to appreciate the part that genius plays
in the creation of great works. Nor do we believe that children's free compositions can be con-
sidered true works of art. Their very spontaneity places them outsie'e the sphere of artistic crea-
tion, which requires work, technique or ingenuity. But an aesthetic education in which only works
already produce,l are studied at first hand will alv.ays seem to us inadequate and all the more diffi-
cult if no or.e has tried to awaken the pupil's creative powers in childhood. We all possess such
powers, limited though they may be, If aesthetic education is understood in this way, it is certainly
very unlikely that it e2n be treated in as methodic,l, formal and ractical a manner as many other
subjects, including the study of ordinary communication by speech and writing. But it would be un-
thinkable to examine works of art without having first tried to awaken the child's aesthetic feeling.
If he has not learned to appreciate and recognize beauty, it is useless and absurd to suggest that he
should analyse it, He m..-t be taught to see before he is taugt t to explain. And in order to teach
him to see one must surely, as Eluard says, "give him something to sae". But it must also be re-
membered that the gift will be the more warmly welcomed the more the child is able to appreciate
it, It is in order to develop this ability that he will first be asked to express his pers-mality with
complete freedom.

Along the lines indicated in the above analysis, the association between oral expression and ex-
pression of the personality suggests that the symhecis may be extended to cover various modes of
artistic expression.

One may move from the real situation and actual experience to spoken or written narration, but
anot ,er transposition is possible, the transition from life or narrative to expression by drawing and
by coloured forms and surfaces. These coloured s:etches or fiires can in turn be the subject of
speech.

Physical expression is no. the only basis for oral expression. The transposition to imagery
can be made throtiOa the grap'ic power of movements. which are an nged according to their own
laws and possess their stylistic figures. Mime, dance and the two combined then t " 4e on their
full significance,

Graphic and pictorial expression con have as ',heir intermediary physical c:aressioo which be-
comes their medium and which a person drawing or painting capture: as he works. But that implies
a third term, ,0,1dch is not spatial and figurative, but which is capably of inspiring physical expres-
siun. musical expression. for instance. In SNseden and also in France, in a slightly differ-
ent form arc ;1.sk,cal to dra,v and p:unt according to the seqoenee of inovet.aents the
sequence of sounds in a [ace of modern or classical music suggests to them. In their final sum-
mary. participants in the semiinr regretted not having had enough time to pursue further their study
of 'he rehtibnships 1,etv.e, 11 CA SC. different modes of expression,
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(c) Implications for teacher training

In order to meet the need for consistency in teaching methods, we have just given a brief account of
an organically linked set of harmonious activities which actually take the place of the much less
closely linked set of traditional exercises, which in some cases they appear to resemble. We can
now draw some conclusions as regards syllabuses and methods ano, consequently, teacher training.
Our discussions, perfunctory though they were, brought out a number of important points.

First, teachers must be convinced of the validity of the above analyses, which Lave led us to
recognize the need for consistency of method in all aspects of the teaching of language. If they are
to realize their validity, they well have to make a study of epistemology, which will show them the
resemblances and differences between oral and written expression and between language and the
other modes of expression. Obviously, if the student is to be capable of undertaking such episte-
mological studies and subsequently applying then' he will require a knowledge of linguistics.

To be effective and win the student-teachers' support, this dual course, both scientific and
epistemological in nature, must itself fulfil certain conditions. First, the basic aim towards which
these studies are directed must constantly be kept in mind. Second, one must never forget to view
these studies from the standpoint of their application to teaching.

But evolving and applying these new teaching methods are not the only difficulties, for they will
not have their real force or prove effective unless there has first been a change in attitude. Here we
must first repeat what we have already said previously that the teacher must be so trained that he
can at the same time both respect and stimulate the pupils' spontaneity. Next, it will be noted that
this interdisciplinary type of teaching has little in common with the traditional sistem, and involves
real difficulties. The subjects seem to lose their purpose and their inner logic. It therefore seems
more difficult to achieve steady progress throughout the course. There seems to be no guarantee
whatever of objectivity in the course as a whole. Traditional examinations are abandoned in the
interdis 'iplinary course, which does not fit in with the traditional view of the syllabus, and so en-
counters resistance from both parents and teachers. The student teacher himself also may set up
resistances when he goes to the elementary school to teach. He must adopt a fresh approach to both
the syllabuses and the pupils. It itt never very difficult to acquire new knowledge, but it ie much
more difficult, as we have already emphasized, to abandon patterns of teaching and a conception of
the teacher's role which are all the more tenacious and inflexible because they usually control be-
haviour unconsciously. Students must be made aware of this situation and this is an f nportant
part of the work of those who teach in teacher-training schools; but one must beware of thinking
that new attitudes will be adopted automatically, as a result. Intellectual conviction is not enough
to change behaviour. There must be a great deal of practical teaching, with opportunities for ob-
servation, consideration and adjustme:lt, That implies creating real-life situations, that is, classes
in which the new teaching methods can be confidently introduced. But the difficulties raised by the
creation and organization of such classes must also be realized. Moreover, nothing would be pos-
sible if the training-school teachers too had not been converted, if they had not already acquired a
knowledge of these facts. Their knowledge may be at such level and consequently so highly spe-
cialized that they must co-operate in imparting it to their students. Their co-operation may take
different forms: reciprocal in-service courses, tears teaching. and so on. Ilere again we can only
repeat what has already been said. And what is valid for the teaching f language (collaboration of
the epistemologist, linguist. and psychologist; the kind of attitude of the teacher towards the group
of pupils which ensures that both the group ag a whole and eaela member of it retair their freedom
of expression and an:11y it in practice; the teacher's behaviour M the classroom, and so on) wilt be
valid for the other 6Spects of teaching we shall have to deal with.

As for teaching based on communication be_oeen different modes of expression, it must be
recognized that it is at present still at the sage of experiment and research. But the results of ex-
periments could not be tnz.de known or the findings of research applied unless syllabuses and me-
thods were reviewed and the teacher-training syst-.m examined afresh. Nevertheless, from now on.
experiments and research will need the collaboration of teachers, and cannot be successfully com-
pleted without their help. That is why we came to the conclusion, at Bouakt, that we must now be-
gin to consider the kind of teacher-tralning course we could and should esta'lish. The first conclu-
sion we reached was that it presupposed:

A int c!! brolder education including more than 11.0 humanities:
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the integration into the basic course of subjects heretofore generally considered secondary
(music, drawing) and the introduction of new activities often considered to be not part of a
school course (representation in graphic forms, mime, choreography);

correlatively, various forms of collaboration among teachers in teacher-training schools, in
particular the collabcration of those who have not always been considered "true" teachers and
equal to the othere in importance and rank;

the encouragement of attitudes which will encourage elementary school pupil: to express them-
selves, us'ng different modes of expression and moving fr ly from one to a.iother.

Even more than before, the application of these last measures would mean giving up conven-
tional patterns and ideas, making radical zhanges ..nd adopting a new mental outlook - all obviously
most difficult to achieve. Participants in the Bouake seminar thought that it would be extremely
useful and important to try to find ways of making such changes.

More generally, they felt that in research and in applying the suggested methods full account
should be taken of the African mentality and of the factors that make up the culture of the African
children for whom these methods are intended an observatic, that applies to other parts of the
world as well. We know that cultural influence can manifest itself in twa ways - primarily by the
modes in which it acts, by the means by which it is acquired. disseminated and communicated. if
we consider these means, we see that the plastic arts or, to be more precise, the non-verbal modes
of expression are of great importance. For example, research on the use of audiovisual means
could well be undertaken in re:ation to the image in African culture. As regards communication by
specifically linguistic means, preference will of course still be given to the oral language in almost
all cases. It would also be usen,1 to try to asce, tain bcth how fir that traditional basis might be
used .o advantage in a couz se in which speect: is t.t once one of the main objects :Ina an instrument
of great value, and also how it could be so The influence of a culture is felt not only in its
motes c representation but also in its content, This content may not always be an obstacle to inno-
vation, in particular to educational inrovation. During the first par' of the seminar the question
arose whether the interdisciplinary system was not particularly attu ed to the cognitive processes
characteristic of African tradition. Thus we would need not only to see whether there is in fact a
relationsilip between them, but also to inquire into the extent to which it could b2 used in the parti-
cular forms of teaching that we have dealt with so far.

The papers presented by the various groups participating in the seminar not only gave fresh
confirm; tion that the method of Murk we had adopted was a good one; they also demonstrated how
far the first attempts at practical work anticipated theoretical consideration and revealed in prac-
tice the very problems that logical analysis had led us to expect.

2
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PART III

INTERDISCIPLINARITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY

In tackling the pedagogic problems of environmental studies as a nexus of the disciplines, .he sem-
inar participants had at once to stick to the method of approach they had adopted and embark on a
more spocilic aspect of this problem.

Thus on the one hand thee was discussion on the twin planes of school education and teacher
tra' ti g, and here the differences were to assert themselves between a first level, at which the
gl( 'y of the approaches postulates the overlapping of the fields of knowledge as a -Tatum, and a
sec..niu where the necessary specialization of the learnings poses their integration as a problem.

On the other hand, however, whereas until that point the stz...ting point for dealing with the ques-
tion of interdisciplina,ity had been the internal analysis of the disciplines, learnings, or skills, en-
vironmental studies was a subject conducing rather to examination of the convergence of the disci-
plines in the exploration of a common field of investigation. Emerging as an original form of teaching
capable of take .g up the conventional disciplines, it afforded an opening for developing the meeting's
thinking on "integrated teaching'', in the sense in which the term had been defined.

However, both the discussions and the evidence of the experiences reported were to show that in
the situation currently obtaining this integration had certain limits. Some of these are connected
with the nature of the disciplines involved in environmental studies, the specificity of each one be-
coming more accentuated as the level of study rises and its rigour increases; others with insuffi-
cient master:. of the conduct of a difficult educational activity whose objectives are often obscured
by instructional necessities. Too little time remained available for the seminar to consider getting
to analysis of the underlying reasons for these limitations and of the conditions for overcoming them.

I. EX V1I{ONNIENT AND ENVIRONNIENTAL STUDIES

The earlier discussion; on the teaching of the main language practice in the other forms of expres-
sion had frequently touched on the problems of reference to the environment, either fi om the tech-
nic:;l point of view, in considering for example the necessity of linking the study and development of
expression to the pupil's experience, Dr from the standpoint of the conception to be held of education
and its goals. in challenging an analytical pedagogic outlook, in which the compartmentation of the
disciplines exacerhatzA the severance between school and life. The notion of environment was thus

olstantly in mind in the earlier part of the deliberations as a major base line, in the definition of
an educational sL, stem in which the transmission of learning was no longer the essential preoccupation.

tear, therefore no accident that all speakers %.-ho described and analysed the role of environ-
mental studies la their projects and experiments constantly recalled the choices made by the States
they served regarding the objectives assigned to basic education. While the wording differed, the
coherence of the choices emerged quite clearly: schools should promote the positive integration
of tile young into their environment and their times, the targets being closely linked to the economic
and social development of the country.

:fere, therefore. the very same terms recurred in which the problem of integration of the
disciplines had been posed at the opening of the seminar. With the object of schcoling being no
lolger the transmission. of a corpus of knowledge, and the curriculum idea losing its priority role,
the school comes to The point of making its objective its pupils' adjustment to and progressive
mastery of their environmental situation. I hereafter it is by apprehension rind exploration of his
relations in the world that the child compasses his own development. The school promotes and
exploits this dynamic by making the environment the subject of a study v.hich carries the seed i for
that de%Llopinent of the intel1cctnal aptitidcs, learnings. and stills to which it should conduct the
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As regards pluridisciplinarity, this perspective gave rise to reflections of two types: one
group relating to the consequences of the complexity of that reality understood by the term "environ-
ment", and to the difficulty of getting a clear knowledge of it; and the other to the pedagogical prob-
lems of the discovery and exploration of the envircnment.

(a) Complexity of the notion of environment

Tackl'rg the study of the reality in which the school is immersed means giving education a perspec-
tive that is necessarily multidisciplinary, and in two senses:

(1) The environment is an entity that cannot be reduced to wha' one particular type of knowledge
can express; there is always more to it than any discipline can say about it. The growth of science
accentuates the analytical character of knowledge which endeavour s to grasp the complexity of the
world only by interdisciplinary combined movements conducted on a basis of highly developed spe-
cialization. This round-about approach cannot serve as a mode' for school practice, particularly at
the elementary level. Percep'ion of th! environment is necessarily global; but as perception is
hopelessly overtopped by scientific knowledge, the problem is how to preserve the richness of the
intuitive approach and to strengthen the children's sense of the unity of the world and the interlock-
ing of learning, while allowing them to get Lyorid a syncretism which blocks the intellectual de-
marches or bogs them down in the confusion that sometimes develops in the conduct of environmen-
tal studies at school level.

The question thus becomes one of hot' to structure the global apdrehension of the complexity.

The problem, as Ns as emphasizes as regards language study, was solved in one particular way
when univocal representations of concrete situations were being i.sed to mediate the change-over
from the system of the mother tongue to that of the second language.

While language-teaching can indeed have selective recourse to univocal situations, this is be-
cause its objective is specific: a cleir distinction is made betwee, language-as-an-end and en-
vironmental explication-as-an-end. Nevertheless certain instructional projects which the proceed-
ings brought up for consideration did reveal the temptation to confour.d the two ends, with apprehension
of the environment in danger of reduction to the elaooration of a terminology permitting of descrip-
tion of the world around the child. On the other hand, an original mode of structuring understanding
of the world matelializes if or.e postulates - which is perfectly possible at the elementary level - that
the environment is a system of relations and affinities. In this sense, it is not enough to say that the
hernan environment is only comprehensible in its relations with the natural environment, and con-
sersely; it is within those aspcct.i of the environment that one finds a fabric of relationships that
can be taken as an object of study. 13esides the fact that this line of app.- uach makes it possible to
go beyond the nominalism of certain type of description and is cor,gruent .vith the conception of
language set forth in the secr,nd part of this report, the hypothesis of the integration of learning is
inherent in it.

Even so, givei the impossibility of being exhaustive at r elementary level of knowledge, a
choice will have to be made of the preferred relations to which one will try to direct the children's
attention and exploratory activity. The reed for these choices emerged clearly in the course of the
discussions. llowever, the question of the criteria for the choices, which would '3r practi, al pur-
poses have led on to a programm:ng study, was in the end not touched on, except indirectly, but two
brief comments will serve to consolidate the diffuse references or implicit approaches to the matter:

First, the study of these relationships creates a knowledge structure different from the one
which would be imposed by the conventional categorization of learnings. Thus, the technological
angle of vision that brings out, s-y, the relati,ins between hand and tool and between tool and earth,
is from the outset integrative, because it marries anatomy, mechanics, and geology for the dis
cove**, but without engendering confusion, and without barring the way to ;. possible specialization
of learnings at a later stage.

Secondly, the fact of giving preference to certain relations induces reference to the aims of
education; in effect its outcome is to valorize certain aspects of the cork!, and it would imply a
very naive notion of objectivity to deplore that necessity. Certain participants laid special empha-
sis on the need to orient environrirmtal studies in terms of a view of the world in which man's action
to organize his environment, to control his relations with it, becomes the majo: dimension. The
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choice of themes prescribed by the different pilot sch'.mes, both at school and at teacher-training
level, are revealing on this point.

Thus the Cameroon schools offPr children in the first year of elementary school six themes
connected with tf.an in his environment: man and his geographical environment - man and his
family - man and the soil - man and animals - man in the village man outside the village. At the
Bouake Teacher-Training School the first environmental studies confronted the students with the
problems of urban development: water supply - police and justice - hygiene - roads - abattoirs,
Finally the Atakpam6 National Education Authority is trying to organize the whole of its teaching by
starting from the real problems faced by the group of student teachers being trained.

All these examples show not only the integrating value of study by themes, but also that inte-
gration is dictated by the nature of the situations confronted and not by the exigencies of the disci-
plines.

(21 Secondly, the complexity of an environment concept that could be said to be no longer hori-
zontal but vertical, arises from the fact that it is never reducible to a ''state of affairs". We cannot
regard the environment solely as the "book of the world". For one thing, it is constantly changing -
and in this connexion the alleged conservation of rural African societies is often an illusion conceivo d
by persons who project on those societies patterns of evolution that do not correspond to their real
dynamism; to take onl,, one example appropriate to the pedagogic domain, the opening of a school
in a village constitutes a modification of the social relations which characterize that environment,

Furthermore, and more generary, the environment should be considered as a field of complex
intex actions, and the majority of the relations, whose importance was brought out by the preceding
analysis, are action relations.

This angle of vision also refers us back to the pu.poses of the school and incidentally permits
us to perceive another aspect of the problem of interdisciplinarity.

Regarding the last, it became observable that, in linking acquiring knowledge with action, en-
vironmental studies were setting up a new form of synthesizing activity. The fact is that understand-
ing the action and organizing it involve taking into consideration nultiplicity of aspects of reality.
In the modern world the great human enterprises are led by multbli.'iplinary teams - for example,
for the conduct of development projects in underdeveloped country Similarly, the recently deve-
loped rationalization and decision-taking techniques are founded oath tultiplicity of the approaches
to the reality to be changed and the graded synthesis of the elements f information. More modestly,
on the school level, exercise in the processes leading from action to u, derstanding and from under-
standing to action, say, for example, the linkage of the practical comportments and of the discovery,
observation, and reflection processes, develops the ability to mobilize learnings by referen to
necessities external to themselves, to give learning an avatlability which does not depend solely on
its own internal logic, and finally, to break down the barriers between learnings different in nature.

On the first point, it would be enough to add to what has already been said about the goals of the
school that, in the perspective adopted by the seminar, environmental studies finalize the child's
integration with the world: their essential object is to develop a certain type of relations between
the child and his environment, so that he feels himself involved, with progressive responsibility, in
the development and transformation of the world around hitn,

Several participants. notably the national directors of the -rojects, stressed the affective side
of the attitudes to he inouced among the young, emphasizing that one of the major goals of the schools
is to develop in the young an attachment to their milieu and the soIii:-ity which expresses that attach-
ment. 1 his an interesting way of °ringing out a fresh aspect of the integrative value of environ-
inental studies, calculated to give more weight to investigations into the cultural deposit tradition
and traditional tecith....1,Dgy. A short discussion of this point made it dear that any danger of falling
into I kind of eonscr \ alive fetichism could be avoided, but on two conditions:

"'hint the investication be s itented in the dynamic configuration defined above, which O.; lrl show
that traditional culture and technology are evolving. notably under the impact of external influences.

lb it 11:e fret] contemplative goals, in particular by associating it
+s-ith a rani cry t. n. e n tructiwn. yarn 11.'11:7: manufacture,
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Finally, at this stage the object of the school and of environmental studies defined as the linking
of learning with action was bol,nd to come under discussion, Some participants put the main empha-
sis on the necessity of expressing the s,hool's commitment to action and its rile in the transforma-
tion of the environment by the inclusion of a maximum cf concrete activities, of practical and pro-
ductive operations in the actual training process, and by the inculcation of types of comportment
useful towards that transformation of the environment. Even so, as se-reral participants pointec
out, it must be made clear that the practical work and manual tasks do not exhaust all the aspects
of action for which the child is to he prepared7 that action is also organization, learning to live
with others, assumption of responsibility, participation in the preparation and execution of a variety
of projects.

It was on this account that other participants warned against the limitations they were in danger
of producing if the young were forced too early into the straitjacket of presc.ibed types of interven-
tion or technique. In their view, the school's involvement in the action is via the road of learning,
and the main thing is to supply pupils with the instruments for future action upon the environment.

II. HOW TO CONDUCT ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES: PEDAGOGICAL PROBLEMS
IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

1. A new pedagogical stage

(a) The new role of the environment

The study of the environment conforms with 3 sort of reversal of teaching perspective compared to
the skills phase. In that phase reference to the environment was continual, as was amply brought
out with reference to language studies. However, the introduction of situations borrowed from the
environment was only meaningful in terms of the skills for whose teaching or practice it served.

In this sense, environm ntal studies constitute a new stage, where the environment is no longer
the medium, but the subject, cf the teaching action.

The distinction between reference to the environment and study of the environment became one
of the most frequently used schernas during the seminar and hence the one most generally accepted
by the participants.

On the question of the conditions for going on to this second phase, it was generally agreed that
two things were essential:

First, a sufficient degree of intellectual maturation in the child for him to wonder about t.te
situations which previously he had simply experienced; and secondly an adequate mastery of lan-
guage, which now becomes the indispensable tool for observation, speculation and analysis. It is
language that makes the child's reflective attitude towarca his environment possible; In this sense
the environment can only become a field for study and action when language Is mastered.

(b) Study of the environment and language

Analysis of this asp'ct brought up two types of question:

The first group concerned the possibilLy of dating the passage to the environmental study stage
within the schooling period. The replies did little towards clarifying this. To give a correct answer
it would, in fact, be necessary to have psycho-pedagogical studies available for following the unfold-
ing of linguistic and mental aptitudes in the development of the African school child. llowever, the
"Linder and Yaoundd experiments locate the passage to the study of the environment at the third or
fourth year of elementary education.

The second type of question, related indeed to the first type, concerned the role of the mother
tongue in the study of the environment. To begin with, it is probable that the African school child
has sufficient commend of his mother tongue for making a start on the study of the environment well
before a comparable mastery of French is attained.
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Thus the question of environmental studies revived among the participants a preoccupation
NvIi:ch had already emerged over the matter of French language pedagogics.

Again and this made the question still more ticklish - the mother tongue is undoubtedly more
congruent with the universe to which environmental studies relate, and better suited - as long as
analytical processes are not necessary - to ex,...c.ess or recreate it.

The status of pupils' mother tongues in a school that has chosen French as second language and
the language of instruction which is the case for the four States represented at Bouakd does .Lot
primarily depend on educational considerations, but rather oil political decisions: this was agreed
by all.

Educationally, it seems possible, subject to specification of the choices. to accept the use of
any language offering possibilities of communication for all members of a teacher-pupils group for
a first introductior to the exploration of the environment.

For the rest, sines the passage to the study of the environment does not constitute an abrupt
switch to a new line of attack in the educational process, it is desirable to prepare for it gradually.
There are numbers of activities whereby the environment could be made to figure in school life:
games, playlets which are a sort of transposition of the environment and often ui :-.nsciously sym-
bolic; drawings, paintings or modellings, which have the dual advantage of creating an interest in
the environment and of training for observation; and collections, which encourage development of
certain logical structures and prepare the ground for the burgeoning of the spirit of discovery.

in the stage following that of the employment of these intermediary techniques in the early
years of education to train pupils for the study of the environment, the latter study itself will raise
new problems of language as it progresses. The cultural system informing the foreign language
used for instruction, does not coincide with those imposing the vernacular tongues. There is thus
a danger that the (local) categorization of environmental objects and phenomena or of comportments
will not be expressible in the foreign language. An example was given of this difficulty in Niger,
where the Peuls divide the year Into five seasons and the tribes of the south into three, while there
are names for four in French.

The teaching difficulties arising from this state of affairs are merely a front for a phenomenon
of a much ampler order. The fact is that reciprocal interactions are discoverable between language
and the study of the environment: the language used modifies the pupil's apprehension of the environ-
ment and even more the structuration of his environmental knowledge. There is therefore a risk that
his conscious knowledge will no longer correspond exactly with his perceptual knowledge of the en-
vironment. Conversely, the foreign language used for the study of an environment which is rot that
of the culture which shaped the language is liable ta lie corrupted by such use.

However, the participants did not feel that any of these were serious reasons to give up study
of the environment. In the first place a certain interval always develops between pupils, intellectual
and perceptual knowledge of the environment, even with those who are using their mother tongue for
their environmental studies - and the "perspectivism" possible as a result gives environmental
studies a formative value.

Again, the moment the second language ceases to be treated as an end, it becomes possible to
escape from linguistic conservatism and to trust in the living activity which, in research and dia-
logue. shapes the language and determines its evolution.

2. The notion of situations

fat Pretexted situations aid problem situations

In the course of the discussions it became apparent that the notion of environment was to vast in
itself, difficult to cornp.Iss, and insufficiently operative for the purposes of those rising it. It there-
fore needed to he replaced by the notion of the "situation" in the sense less of an element or s..2( tor
or the environment, than of a combination of 'ita or c.rcumstances tl-,rough nnieh the environment
manifests itself to the individual st :d.ting it. it is the situatici et cafes Nvonder and curiosit.,
mr,tivates research, induces observation and analysis. and prompts interventi-m.
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Again the situations themselves, or more exactly, the uses the educator makes of them have to
be differentiated into those which serve to motivate, support or reinforce the acquisition of a "learn-
ing" which remains the final goal of the activity, and those which, being themselves subjects for in-
quiry, are treated as such by focusing investigation on them. The first are called "pretexted situa-
tions", the second "problem situations". This convenient division, widely used during the discussions,
enabled fresh questions to be tackled.

In contrast to the pretext situation, which conduces to the isolation of disciplines by focusing the
pupils' attention on a predetermined study, the problem situation h.volves analysis and synthesis, for
the research subject it proposes is precisely the complex of factors which trace back to a diversity
of learnings which solving the problem calls into play simultaneously.

(b) How to exhibit the p: oblem

In day-to-day teaching it is not easy to select problem situations, or rather, to show the "problem"
cliaracter of situations. For this it is for instance, necessary to expand the single substantives
which usually serve to indicate the themes of environmental studies into questions. By reconsider-
ing the designation of the themes in the course of presenting the various experiments it could be
shown that this leaves the method of approaching the themes open.

The point is that whether or not a theme is a problem then depends less on its content than on
the material fashion in which that theme presents itself as a situation to the pupil. Now the environ-
ment is a problem only to the person who feels involved vs ith it. and before it is possible to formalize
it. the problem is apparent in the experiential relation between the subject and the terms of the situation.

In Decrolyan pedagogics environmental studies .,re defined as the fundamental activity, because
they express and lake as their subject the relations between the individual and the world, apprehended
under the category of need: the environment is structured by the manner in which man organizes the
satisfaction of his basic needs in the world. This amounted to positing the principle, still essential,
that environmental studies are founded on the relation of the subject and the object.

The fact remains, however, That the principle does not pc,- se permit of settlement of the prac-
tical problem of passing from the need felt to the need represented. It can even be said that in trying
to proffer a picture of the world founded on a debatable biologism, the Decrolyan tradition has opened
the way to all sorts of distortions of the primitive concep' to the extent that the world picture has
finally won out over the individual's relations to the world as the thing studied. Hence perhaps that
caricature of Decroly`s idea, thc "centres of interest" method in which the environm,-t, displayed
rather than studied, resumes the role of pretext for the presentation of a subject decidA on in ad-
vance by the teacher; the disciplines, whose cornpartmenta.ization is not challenged, are intro-
duced one by one, as thc occasions for it are created.

It is in the "problem-presentation" of a situation that environmental studies not only have their
start but also get their integrating significance. 'Hie start is a motivation which will break down the
indifference of the of server. But thc process is carried to completion only by a formalization in which
the different lcarnings play a part. example, some participants were able to show how a new con-
ception of mathematics made it po...,ible to use mathematics as the instrument for the formalization.
Or coarse, mathematics alone cannot do the job: thus. the ter/115 between which it establishes rela-
tions are drawn from other "learnings".

The "inter.lisciWinarity" we are here considering is not just what arises from the "turn-table"
rule of the environmental "situation", with its eferences to a diversity or notions and ]earnings and
its orientation of research in several di. actions simultaneously; it consists also, and perhaps more
profoundly, in the selcotion and coinhinatien of the schemes. Icarninhs, or research tracks needed
to clueidizidc the situation, In the final count. this forrnalI/.1tion-elucidation operation subordinates
t itself the learatin;:s it mobilizes. which achieve a v.ilue ordy in so far as they contribute to a bet-
ter grasp of the situation.

1. Limits; of the integration of disc ip]incs in environmental studies

11 will, how et,i r. b %%ell to node that this prospective intearation of disciplines h s specific
r-,"1 '0111:v rf,. K cr',inr d h} elem,ant.ary' school tear biro: practice, hut unrpastion 11v in'terent 1,1
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(a) Structure of perception of the environment and structure of learnings

Of course, as in all discussions of educational method, the verbal and written contributions of par-
ticipants showed up the disparity which inevitably develops between intention and actual practice,
aris.'ng it was agreed - from the inadequate technical and educational training of primary school
teachers, from the difficulty of working daring views into daily teaching, even when they are held
as convictions, and the bogging down of imagination in a workaday life which spurns the man in a
hurry and is weighed down by habit.

But these arguments were to be outweighed by an analysis of another order the teaching schema
outlined above approximates by analogy, to the proceedings of the man of action who rationalizes his
actions by working his knowledge of the environment into his strategy. However it must be appre-
ciated that there are profound differences between the situation of the man of action and the class-
room situation of the elementary school pupil. In effect, even if his actions offer him possibilities
for research and discovery, the man is bringing a solidly structured fund of acquired knowledge into
play. It is quite otherwise with the school child who is still at the learning and assimulating stage.
In his case the schemata and learnings he can bring to bear are rudimentary or shaky, and for that
matter are of a lesser order than what he has to absorb or structure. There is a reciprocal rela-
tion between environmental studies and learnings: the first develops the acquisition of the second,
but the second fructifies the first. Thus in their own dynamic environment studies are diversified
in successive digressions by the acquisition of learnings and the working up of intellectural schemas,
and these proceedings necessitate analysis and a degree of relative specialization at certain stages.
Well-active education, the art of teaching is not sticking to a framework of converges' "'earnings"
and interwoven initiations or discoveries but in judiciously locating within an overall process the
analytical phases which determine the structuration of the knowledge acquired.

(b) Dynamic of environmental studies and progression of knowledge

The effects of this necessary digression are seen to be even more limiting if one considers that the
characteristic dynamic of classroom studies does not coincide with that which environmental studies
develop cor.retely in toe life of the school. One shifts attention to successive situations according
to the happenings and developments in a class's history, and the preoccupations, and personalities
of the pupils. The other, on the contrary, seeks to progress according to an internal logic.

In a short unfinished discussion, questions considered were when and how to end an investiga-
tion, or to pass from the study of one situation to that of another, it amounted to an attempt, from
se' eral angles, to tackle the contradiction between these two dynarnisms, which, however. cannot
always be made to coincide.

(c) Some expedients for relieving those limitations

From the foregoing it follows that the disciplines must be conceded a degree of autonomy and an
obvious solution emerges if the two following points arc made:

In the elementary school it is useful to distinguish between the disciplines. One group has as
its object grounding and practising th, pupil in a furdarnental "language" (mathematics, the spoken
and written word); their internal logic presents a maximum of constraint. Environmental studies
provide occasions to develop these disciplines, but the disciplines in turn supply means of expres-
sion and formalization for environmental studies; although continually involved, they have a
solid autonomy.

The r.1,,er assigninents, at this level, are much less structured, vliether they relate to certain
types of knowledge (historical, geographical, technological) or develop certain concrete activities
(non-verbal expression, practical work) and can accordingly accommodate themselves, without
harm. to the rhythm of env:ronmental studies, evolve in a non-linear manner by successive fresh
starts art' are a nt constrained to rigorous continuity.

In the second place, special attention should be given to programmed learning. It is not an ac-
cident that the acti.e method teaching systems which gave the most prominence to environmental
sti lies (Freinet for example) were those which were the first to introduce programmed learning at
the elementary level. By structuring, the !earnings in alignment with the environmental studies.
pro: r einmed learning enables the latter to avoid contradictions and to develop more free12.. in ac,or-
&ince with its own (Nip ncies. ithout fear of creating discontinuity or eneision.
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4. Integrative value of the method

If environmental studies retain undeniable value as an integrative method, it is pi imarily beeause
of the possibility they offer of resorting to trains of thought which are coherent, if not identical,
over the whole range of disciplines they bring in. As one speaker said in describing his own expe-
rience, the school thus gives priority to the methods and pedagogical attitudes favouring the deve-
lopment of the capacity for thinking, acting, adjucting and informing on self. In environmental
studies, all the researches and all the kinds of knowledge brought in need to provide an occasion for
observation, comparison, classification, and even causal explication. In the final count it is the
unity of the method that creates the solidarity of the learnings.

III. ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES AND TEACHER TRAINING

Environmental studies are a tricky subject. It involves new attitudes towards the environment and
towards learning, purged of any formal conception of knowledge. It is thus to be expected that
readying primary teachers for this type of instruction presents difficulties that only systematic
training can overcome. It follows, therefore, that the training of teachers for a kind of education
founded on environmental studies has environmental studies as its own foundation and adopts their
characteristic interdisciplinary standpoint.

1. Attitudes to be fostered

The attitudes required for interdisc plinary courses were defined in the first section of the report.
Obviously they hold true for environmental studies x egarded as an interdisciplinary nexus. But
training for taking environmental studies imparts to those general attitudes a specificity which the
meeting had to consider.

(a) Awareness of the complexity of the environment is not immediate

This is due to the fact that we often confuse what is familiar and what is known. In fact, familiarity
more often inhibits knowledge than it implies it it blunts curiosity and interdicts the sense of won-
der. Accordingly, prospective teachers should be taught to distinguish between immediate experien-
tial knowledge of the environment and a thought out and more rational knowledge of it. This distinction
does not imply the rejection of the first for the second. But it is possible, during training, to query
the student's experiential knowledge as a waL, of bringing out the possibilities and the necessity of
knowledge of a different hind. IL is through this that the multiplicity of the environment's eimensions
will be grasped and the impossibility of achieving knowledge of it by study from a single standpoint
or by simple intuition.

(b) cnvironmcnt as a study theme

ft ,topers also have to he trained to use their own encirontnent as the study theme. 'this too does
not happen automatically. 'I here is a type of edocatinr . often linked to a way of life that has c: '

teachers off from their roots, gives theta the illusion that, since cdrat they have leaint is what sets
thcort apart fa'u'n their ellVii.011MCIlt, retry unrelated to it. N110011'1' mental bloc]. also came
to light, gcsultini2 from the reaction itgainst an already It ngthy ctlinoto;_ical tradition of reifying
is observed ,Ind roun(line research nc rlrc radical coatadoi it,, of oi'et,rvt'I find .],sorer],

It is therefore net ss try to 1,Jild up it pet-spc, rice p toothatioas accept-
in,', the itatpoctottge tn., iroutcc »tat studios ftt it or 11 '1 and for tit t,f tht it pupils. mi-
tt ition into cc rtain scat 1)(< nett the 11'W, is svicittc.5. for to.amplt can con,h cc to tl.is
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were mentioned as particularly important forms of training. To these could be added exploration
of the traditional cultural substratum and the creative activities whereby it could be revived,

2, The new leanings

Preparing teachers to take environmental studies necessitates the inclusion in their training of new
material which they have never had occasion to tackle in their earlier studies,

First there are the human, economic and social sciences more particularly. This type of
study presents the twofold advantage of perrn'tting comprehension of the most important problems
of environmental development and, by their synthetical character, preparing for interdisciplinarity.
To these should be added the learni.igs and know -hots with a direct bearing on the transformation
of the environment. They relate essentially to health, hygiene and agriculture, and are in fact com-
pound learnings combining scientific knowledge and technical data, which automatically gives an ap-
preciable power of integration, For ex.rinple, the stuffy of dietary regimens involves not only biology
and chemistry, but also psycho-sociology, since every system of nourishment is tied in with group
representations.

Finally, technology is an important discipline for the training of teachers. As we know, its
purpose is the analytical study of tecnnical constructions. Here again, the analysis cannot be uni-
dimensional but must include studies of the diverse functions of the construction (,echnical, social,
economic, and even aesthetic), of its fabrication and of its employment. Itself an "environmental"
science, technology is - as we can see - an integrating discipline.

3. Exercises in environmental studies

The exercise generally taLs the form of a survey which the student prepares, conducts and deve-
lops, The survey is not the only possible kind of environmental study, but it is the moot used, and
as it represents an adequately comprLhensive approach combining a diversity of techniques, it can
unhesitatingly be given the leading place in training,

(a) Survey techniques

Survey exercises imply exercises in survey techniques. There is a variety of these and it is up to
the instructors to choose those which are the most easily applicable and if possible, the most pro-
ductive the main preference was for surveys ty questionnaire with direct observation and the vari-
ous types of interview (individual or group, open-ended or structured) a poorish second, It is by no
means useless to devote careful attention to the techniques of the survey with a view to making sure
of a degree of validity in its results, But an additional possibility is to focus on the pedagogic value
of what are essentially, communication techniques. For example, the preparation -f a questionnaire
raises major problems of language, whose homogeneity among those preparing the questionnaire,
pollsters and polled, nr.ist be verified, Similarly, in learning to conduct an interview, the goal is
not so much scientific rigour as mastery of a means of getting information and communicating.

(o) Phases of a survey

A survey is a 1,-ng and often complex operation. leachers must be ',aught how to organize its con-
duct by distinct haws and also the latters' purpose pre-survey for assembling the basic data
-.vhich will permit of the statement of the problem of problems formulation of hypotheses and de-
termination of the areas of inquiry the survey pr per and development of the re:elts
formulation and interpretation,

Breaking tl e student in to the use ef this mrahodology is necessarily long and often difficult.
ariety of advantage; can 11E'VerthCIUSS I,c lool.cd for from it as regards preparation for inter-

,Tiseiplinarity, A diversity of disciplines tie( essarily come into a survey. 1t the level of educa-
tion which concerns as, seine 0( these dasciptines 011 reritdre a degree of bpcciali:!crl study deter-
mined by their ordure or their internal logic and the survey p1:111 con provide for interruptions for
this. However, surveys have the merit of erganaling the convergence of the disciplines. of putting

in under contrdnd -on, sinoiliancc,(isly or successively, fur the sonic piece of research.

i he int( rdisciplinirity is vioasly of .1 .other order than via:it it is in Chill( schooling,
since the call for sp, ( i Ili/ tro, S Ot.2. te-,cl of studies rises, las cspn ssiun is in tom's ,a
thr orl-or dinatii and .14';11,i,'i complerontarity of vier, points,
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(c) Surveys and the moulding of the intellect

Survey exercises should issue in the creation of a scientific attitude extensible to all intellectual
operations. Undoubtedly in this sphere surveys do not have the formation rigour of pure science.
But their underlying value is, by ciecompartmentalizing the disciplines and opening new fields for
research, to induce the discovery that this method is applicable more widely than just for the spe-
cialized activities to which it is often restricted.

Accordingly in surveys' initiation into the methodological principles should accompany the work-
ing out of the research procedures and instrumentalities. In this way the pupil will be led to dis-
cover firstly that the survey method distinguishes between empirical and scientific observation,
o.-ders aed considers information, elaborates hypotheses and organizes the testing of them, and that
it secondly also brings into play and develops intellectual techniques of general applicability - as-
sembly and classific2tion of facts, determination of the causes of errors, selection of a significant
fact, examination of different points of view, formulation of a problem, determination of causal re-
lations, generalizing and validating interpretations, expression in probabilistic terms of conclu-
sions, etc.

(d) Surveys and expression

Finally, surveys pose interesting problems of expression and accordingly mobilize a diversity of
activities which are put under contribution for a single end, namely communicating the results of
the research. The fact is that every discovery has to be communicable. In surveys the written/
spoken word and mathematics enter into this work of expression to some degree; this was dis-
cussed at some length in the early part of the seminar. Here, it is of more interest to underline
the important part played by the illustrative activities, particularly photography and drawing, or
more generally, by graphic expression. Whether it is a matter of sensitizing opinion to a problr
and thus motivating a survey, or even more, of setting out its results, graphic expression, with its
adaptation to the nature of the notions it seeks to express, becomes a worth while and effective
means of exhibiting the specificity of the several disciplines' interventions at the same time that it
establishes a link between them. In effect, the way the mathematician uses drawing is different
from the way it is used by the biologist or geographer, differences arising from the nature of their
research and their objects. Bat at the same time, when the draughtsman is called in by one or
another of them turn-and-turn about, he applies the same laws of visual interpretation in each Cr';e,

It is much the same for the various audiovisual media that a survey uses: the specificity of the
application is closely tied in with the general com,,ass of the medium employed. Thus these tc t-
niques of expression provide a passage between tin'. disciplines that contributes strongly t, bleir
co-ordination.

(e) Team work between the educators

All these considerations apply only if real team work by the teachers can be organized. -the initial
tryouts at Iloualtd make it clear that a survey involves the whole teaching faculty; they mow_ there-
fore get together to plan its cuurse and to co-ordinate the hypotheses on which they are workirv. In
this domain "team teaching" should have as its primary aim ensuring the coherence of the'
inquiry suggested to tire children in the survey and hence defining the contribution of c rim b. he for-
mation of their scientific team spirit. Agreement on a common methodology in the survey rtrioires
confrontation and discussion; each must locate his own contribution in the overall procos. ten
it comes to expressing the results alike co-ordination is as necessary Ps in the preparaft it Auld con-
duct of the survey; otherwise, the development of the survey attains a degree of discrett mess at
which the specificity of the disciplines degenerate into divergence. It is therefore nccossary t,, or-
ganize the complementarity of their several contributions to the interfmetation of the resi.lis f any
particular research,

4. Sin-vey and oc'.ion: Utc participation survey

To train teachers for a pedago.gics in y.ltich learning and action as here defined arc clse.y 1. -.ed,
their survey exercises must be based on the sauna attitude. In teacher training the sal .t y is rot
only e cognitive dennarche, but also a constrict of action.

3:1
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(a) Criticism of the classical investigation

The foregoing implies a new conception of methodology for the sui vey. In the traditional conception
the relation of the researcher to the community, to the environment studied, is bracketed off and
excluded from the field of research: for objectivity's sake, the researcher makes every effort not
to modify what he is studying.

In reality, even the physico-mathematical sciences now call in question this notion of objec-
tivity. An interaction exists between the observer and the phenomenon observed, and observation
itself is an action, an interaction that modifies the observed phenomenon. In the social sciences
the same is true, and the fashion in which the observation is carried on modifies what is observed.
The evidence of those who had effected surveys in rural environments were very revealing on this
point: for example, the presence of investigators in a village is always a disturbance, which often
illicits intervention by the villagers in the actual course of the study. Even in epistemological
terms it is thus not possible, in surveys, to separate study of the environment and action in the en-
vironment.

Reference to the social action purposes in which the purposes of the school as an agent of
change are bound up reinforces this criticism of the conventional survey with its implicit postulates
whereby it treats the environment as static reifies it - and the time dimension as purely formal,
freezing all statements as of a particular moment in time. The community studied is kept in a pas-
sive "guinea-pig" relationship vis-a-vis the investigators. Finally, for the conventional survey.
the researcher is outside the area of research, whereas today the social sciences assert that it is
not possible to discern the dynamism of an environment without being involved in it,

(b) Brief definition of the pal ticipation survey

The survey must accordingly be conceptualized in terms of other hypotheses(I) i, It is on that condi-
tion that the survey will become formative as involving the entire personality and the responsibility
of those conducting it. The survey then becomes what modern terminology has christened a "parti-
cipatien-survey". It relates to a pedagogics of environmental development which must, to be effec-
tive. induce the environment's participation in the process.

The influence of Kt.rt Lewin is fairly unanimously cited by all those concerned with the practice
cr theory of the participation-survey. The notion of action researcn simultaneously links learning
and intervention in the first place and in the second, in a shared participation process, researchers
and their subjects. Working on these lines Lewin used to create regular sociological laboratories,
associating the subjects themselves in the research, in the definition of the survey's objectives, and
the elaboration of its hypotheses, and organizing a feedback permitting of continuous reference back
to the subjects themselves of the information which they had supplied with the integration of it which
the researchers had in mind. After a fashi....n it was a matter of a permanent apprehension of the
environment by itself.

(c) Practice in participation-surveys in teacher training

Inasmuch as this schema reflects a genuine pedagogic of social action, it can and should inspire the
survey exercises in teacher training. It is perfectly practicable to establish, between a group of
student teachers and neighbouring communities, durable relations tending to promote the apprehen-
sion of the environment by Itself that we have described involving the teachers and giving them an
active role. The integration of the knowledge acquired and the action arising from it breaks down
the compartmentation which to, often develops between theoretical acquisitions and "practical ex-
ercises" in teacher training.

As regards the disciplines, there is no question of this approach disregarding their necessary
specificity, but it reorients all the 'earnings in an unitary vision of their social function.

(1) This analysis is in large measure drawn from the work of Guy Le Itoterf: "Enqutte-
l'articipati, n et Animation" - CED - 27 rue Cassette - Paris.
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(d) "Psychopedagogic" training as a participation survey

Tile sane line can be followed in the 7sychopedagagic training of teachers. All participants in the
seminar agreed on the fact that in the notion of teacher training they had elaborated, the role of the
educational psychologist was clearly prepom'erant. It is he v ho keeps the primary question of the
end-purposes of the training constantly to the fore; he contributes to the methodological co-
ordination of the various disciplines and can ensure the cohesion of the epistemological analyses,
whose necessity was underscored. Finally he intervenes to unify the evaluation procedures, which,
as had been observed, take on special characteristics as an outcome of interdisciplinarity. But yet
another role can be found for him which might consist in applying the survey methodology to psycho-
pedagogic training itself. The fact is that this is a domain in which the linkage between knowledge
acquired and action is fundamental, but experience shows, and the difficulties instanced during the
seminar confirm, that in this field theoretical knowledge and practical training often develop quasi-
independently. The pr )blem would be resolved by taking the scholastic environments around teacher-
training schools as theit areas for research and action. It would be by analysing the real problems
posed as regards the functioning, yield, results, and indirect effects of a school that a psychopeaegogy
could be developed capable of integrat:--; acquaintance with the child, the factors ca.iditioning daily
life, the educational procedures used with the child, and the relations between school and community,
with concrete intervention in the school situation. Psychopedagogical training would then take the
form of a running survey of a defined environment, and it would be a participation-survey. It would
imply association in the survey and hence in the training of teachers of the local survey teachers,
the parents of pupils and, to a certain degree, the pupils themselves.

5. Community leadership and teacher training

The participation-survey, in its associatic st.dy with action and of the researcher with the en-
vironment he studies, falls e ...air. the frai.,..; of reference of social pedagogics and automatically
arrives at the notion of the ociologist as a community leader.

Similarly, one may say that survey practice on the lines described condices to enhancing the
teacher's role as community leader. The professors of the Atatefane leacher Training School
(Togo) were eloquent on the importance they attached, in teacher training, to readying students for
the teacher's leadership role. For them this is not just one targe' among many, but is the princi-
pal dimension of the training process, with the student tea ..ers preparing for leadership by leading
their own group.

The community leader can tie briefly defined as the person who helps the groups to find them-
selves, to accept their contradictions, to ensure more effective communication between each other
and within their membership, to e themselves more in perspective and thereby to understand
themselves and their Object' ys and there 'was a discussion on the reconciliation of the teach-
er's lead roles as educator ...d co.arnu lit), leader. Some speakers were inclined to reduce the two
functions to one, pointing out that each notion was implicit on the other and that in the final count
they melded. Others, stressing the concrete tasks of the teacher, defended the primacy of his edu-
cative ftnction, with his Iteidership function as a complement and extension of it,

In the teacher's real-life situation, 11,5 intervention is specificized and, to be effective, he is con-
strained to direct it preferentially to the classroom domain to teaching taFlts. His immersion in a
larger environment with which he is bound to feel himself solidary induc.s him to play an organizer's
role in the community. However, there was general agreement that that retie could be accorded only
part of his time and energy and that it was better for him to seek to participate in a local team that
included local leaders and development agents, giving him more a supportive than a primary role.

"the conclusion was that there is a list notion between the teacher's educational and leadership
functions.


